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Abstract
Until now, the propagation dynamics of intense ultrashort laser pulses leading to
optical filamentation in air has only been investigated in the frame of a dynamic
balance between linear diﬀraction, Kerr self-focusing and plasma defocusing. This
has led to the development of diﬀerent theories surrounding the generation and persistence of optical filaments propagating over many Rayleigh lengths in air. These
theories include wave-guiding model, moving focus model, dynamic spatial replenishment model and conical wave model. However, these models fail to capture the
gas dynamics that arise from optical filaments interacting with air.
In this work, we demonstrate that initial conditions are critical to the formation
of optical filaments through the use of an aerodynamic window. Filament characteristics in air, such as spectral broadening, electrical conductivity and fluorescence,
are measured and presented. Using these as diagnostic tools, we also show that the
optical filamentation of ultrashort laser pulses can be enhanced at high repetition
rates because of the thermal response of air, resulting from the interaction of each

vii

laser pulse with the modified atmospheric density distribution left behind by the preceding pulse. This is explained by the sudden deposition of energy by a filament in
the air which generates a cylindrical shock wave, leaving behind a column of rarefied
air. This low-density region persists for an extended period and can materially aﬀect
the propagation dynamics of an ensuing pulse that follows before the low-density
region has relaxed suﬃciently to ambient conditions. By further increasing the repetition rate, the onset of ionization is shifted downstream and the spectral continuum
displays a stronger broadening on both sides of the original pulse spectrum. This gas
dynamic interaction regime of filamentation can be utilized to enhance the length
and spectral width of filaments for remote sensing and long range laser-induced high
voltage discharges.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Overview

Over the past two decades, ultrashort pulse lasers have seen remarkable progress and
development. In the 1980’s, ultrashort pulse referred to picosecond pulses, which
were generated by active or passive mode-locked lasers. These mode-locked lasers
were vastly diﬀerent from Q-switched lasers that produced nanosecond pulses. In the
1990s, the term “ultrashort pulse” referred to femtosecond pulses and, at the turn of
the millenium, attosecond pulses. As a result of generating shorter and shorter pulses
with correspondingly higher peak powers, a plethora of nonlinear phenomena have
been discovered. One remarkable phenomenon is filamentation. In all transparent
media (solids, liquids and gases), once the critical power for self-focusing is exceeded,
the laser pulse will self-focus, marking the onset of filamentation. In solids and
liquids, stimulated Raman and Brillouin scattering counter-balance the self-focusing
action of the nanosecond pulses by depleting the pulse energy, and thus, forming selftrapped channels within the transparent media. With femtosecond pulses, a much
more dynamic picture emerges. As the femtosecond pulse self-focuses in air, the
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intensity of the laser pulse increases, generating free electrons through multiphoton
ionization. This has an eﬀect of defocusing the beam, and thereby reduces the
intensity of the laser pulse. Typically, a filament is formed at the center core of the
laser beam where the intensity is at its highest, and surrounded by an energy reservoir
that replenishes the energy lost in a filament due to ionization and absorption losses.
This dynamic balance ensures that the femtosecond filament propagates over long
distances in air. Consequently, the intensity within a filament is usually clamped to
about 5 x 1013 W/cm2 in air [1]. This means that roughly 0.5 mJ of energy gets
trapped inside a 100 µm filament formed by a 30 fs laser pulse in air.
While there have been numerous publications on filamentation of intense femtosecond pulses in air, a complete and cohesive understanding of this highly complex
phenomenon is still elusive. Nonetheless, the interest in filaments has only intensified
as scientists are still discovering new subtleties of filamentation in air. Some of the
remarkable characteristics of a filament are described below to underline its potential
for a variety of applications.

1.2

Long Range Propagation

Although the first filaments were observed in glass using nanosecond pulses back in
1964 [2], femtosecond filaments in air were only discovered in 1995 when gigawatts
of peak powers became available. Braun et al. observed small-scale filamentation
in air using 200 fs pulses with pulse energies up to 50 mJ in the near IR at a
central wavelength of 775 nm [3]. These filaments were formed at a distance of 10
meters away from the grating compressor, and continued to propagate for another
20 meters. In that same year, Prof. Jean-Claude Diels’ team at the University of
New Mexico reported UV filaments at 248 nm [4]. They observed multiple filaments
being formed using 0.5–1 ps pulses with energies in excess of 100 mJ after propagating
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over 10 meters. The experimental demonstration of filaments in air (both in the near
infrared and ultraviolet range) was a breakthrough, as it signified a paradigm shift
from viewing filaments as deleterius (because they caused damage tracks in a solidstate laser gain medium – distorting the profile of the amplified beam and reducing
the output power) to a much desired property for cleaning the spatial profile of the
laser beam as it propagated through turbulent air over long distances.
This hallmark of a filament stems from its ability to overcome linear diﬀraction,
and thus propagate over many Rayleigh lengths with a characteristic sub-millimeter
beam diameter. It is achieved when the peak power of the laser beam undergoing
filamentation exceeds the critical power for self-focusing.

1.3

Electrical Property

Early experiments pointed to the existence of a plasma trail left in the wake of
femtosecond pulses. Due to the high peak powers in these very short pulses, the
electric fields are suﬃciently high to ionize air molecules. The generation of free
electrons can be attributed to multiphoton ionization and/or tunneling ionization
depending on the laser wavelength and pulse duration. The Keldysh parameter γ
[5] provides a good rule of thumb to indicate the dominant ionization process. The
Keldysh parameter γ can be defined as [6]:
√
2me UI
γ=ν
eE0

(1.1)

where ν is the frequency of the laser, e and me are the electronic charge and mass,
respectively, UI is the ionization potential of the medium, and E0 is the electric
field strength of the laser pulse (in V/m). The value of the Keldysh parameter γ
discriminates between two gaseous ionization processes. If γ ≫ 1, the dominant ionization regime is multiphoton ionization, and if γ ≪ 1, tunneling ionization is dom-
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inant. For example, assuming that the intensity inside a filament in air is clamped
at 5 x 1013 W/cm2 , then γ = 0.45 for a central wavelength λ = 800 nm. If λ = 266
nm (in the ultraviolet wavelength range), γ = 1.36. Thus, for shorter wavelengths,
multiphoton ionization is mainly responsible for the generation of free electrons using
intense laser pulses.
The occurence of a tenuous plasma over long distances has sparked interest in using filaments to trigger and guide lightning discharges with femtosecond laser pulses
[7]. Experiments have been conducted in the laboratory demonstrating both the
reduction of the electrical breakdown threshold of air and the guidance of the electrical discharge along the electrically conductive laser/filament channel [8, 9]. Fig. 1.1
shows the visible plasma generated by a 2.5 mJ, 30 fs laser pulse with central wavelength λ = 800 nm by a lens with focal length f = +0.75 m. (The direction of the
laser beam propagation is from left to right.)

Figure 1.1: A laser plasma in air generated by focusing 2.5-mJ, 30-fs pulses at
λ = 800 nm by an f = +0.75 m lens. (PM&AM Research, IR&D)

The energy expended during the ionization of air caused by focusing the intense
laser pulse can be estimated. Using an f = +0.75 m lens to focus down an 800 nm
laser pulse with an initial beam size of 8 mm (full width at half maximum), the
minimum spot size is w0 = 150 µm and the Rayleigh range zR = 8.8 cm. If the
collimated length is defined as twice the Rayleigh range, the ionization channel is
expected to be 2zR = 17.7 cm, which is roughly the length of the plasma shown in
Fig. 1.1. At 1 atm and at 20 ◦ C, the density of air molecules is 2.5 x 1025 m−3 . (This is
close to Loschimdt’s number, n0 = 2.687 x 1025 m−3 . However, Loschimdt’s number is
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defined as the density of an ideal gas molecules at 0 ◦ C and at 1 atmosphere pressure.)
Assuming the composition of air molecules to be 20% oxygen and 80% nitrogen,
and taking the ionization potentials of O2 and N2 to be 12.07 eV and 15.58 eV,
respectively, the amount of energy needed to singly ionize all the air molecules in a
cylindrical volume of 12 πzR w0 2 is E = 186 mJ. However, the plasma shown in Fig. 1.1
is obtained using E = 2.5 mJ. Thus, a much more dynamic picture emerges when
an intense ultrashort pulse undergoes focusing in air, redistributing its energy along
its propagation path. Despite attempts to simply scale the pulse energy up for long
range electrical discharge and guiding, experiments to guide outdoor lightning have
so far not been successful. This can be attributed to the break-up of the main laser
beam into multiple filaments [10]. Above a certain energy threshold, modulation
instabilities can develop easily in the laser beam causing small-scale filamentation.
This results in an upper limit of the total energy that can be trapped within a
filament, consequently, limiting the propagation distance of the filament.

1.4

Broad Spectral Range

Another unique property of intense femtosecond pulses propagating in air is the
spectral transformation of the laser pulse into a supercontinuum. This was first
reported in 1996 using 100 mJ pulses of 150 fs duration at center wavelength of
800 nm [11]. The observed supercontinuum consisted of weakly diverging conical
rings surrounding a white light core while the spectrum spanned from 400 nm to
1000 nm, as shown in Fig. 1.2. The conical emission was taken at a distance of roughly
20 meters after the pulse compressor of a 5 kHz titanium:sapphire chirped-pulse
regenerative amplifier that produced 2 mJ pulses with a nominal pulse duration of
40 fs and center wavelength λ = 780 nm, corresponding to a peak power P = 50 GW.
In this setup, the beam did not pass through any lens and was allowed to freely
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propagate in air.

Figure 1.2: Conical emission of a filamenting laser beam propagating after 20 meters
in air. (PM&AM Research, IR&D)

Depending on the initial focusing conditions, the supercontinuum that develops
in the filamentation process can be strikingly diﬀerent, as depicted in Fig. 1.3. In
Fig. 1.3(a), the supercontinuum is obtained when a 25 fs, 3 mJ pulse (120 GW peak
power) from a Ti:sapphire laser at 3 kHz repetition rate is focused by a f =+30 cm
lens. A filament with a beam diameter of less than w0 = 1 cm is formed in the
center, surrounded by the supercontinuum, which diverges very quickly. By using
much weaker focusing, this supercontinuum is transformed into white light, as seen
in Fig. 1.3(b). In this geometry, the same pulse is focused down by a f =+4 m lens
in air. The generated white light stays confined within the filamenting laser beam
beyond the Rayleigh range of the laser beam.

1.5

Applications

Since filaments are capable of delivering high peak intensity pulses over long distances, they have been used to detect metals and biochemical agents up to distances
over 90 meters [12, 13] using laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS). The fil-
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(a) Strongly focused beam

(b) Weakly focused beam

Figure 1.3: Supercontinuum generated by a strongly focused and a weakly focused
filamenting laser beam in air. (PM&AM Research, IR&D)

amenting laser pulses have suﬃcient intensity for ablation and subsequent ionization
of the target material. The emission spectrum of both the ionic and atomic lines
are then analzyed, primarily using a spectrometer that is connected to an intensifed
charge-coupled device (ICCD) camera.
Another important application of optical filaments is in light detection and ranging (LIDAR) and atmospheric sensing. Owing to the broad spectral range of the supercontinuum, a remote source of coherent white light can be generated at a known
position in the atmosphere. Measuring the absorption of the backscattered light in
the return signal as a function of the white light position will yield a map of the
chemical composition in the atmosphere [14, 15].
One interesting potential application of optical filaments is to trigger and guide
lightning discharges because of the increased electrical conductivity in a filament.
Although a lot of fundamental research has been performed to understand the plasma
dynamics that occur because of filamentation [4, 8, 9, 16, 17, 18], successful and
reliable triggering of outdoor lightning using femtosecond laser pulses has yet to be
realized. This can be mainly attributed to the spatial beam break-up into multiple
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filaments – ultimately placing an upper limit on both the electron density of the
generated plasma and the length of the filaments themselves.
This dissertation describes research that has been performed by the author during
the time period June, 2002 through March, 2014. Portions of this research were performed in the laboratory of Prof. Jean-Claude Diels at the University of New Mexico
(from June 2002 through May 2009), and portions of this research were performed
at PM&AM Research, LLC in Tucson, AZ (from June 2009 through March 2014).
Some of the research has been carried out with fellow students at the University of
New Mexico. Credits are appropriately given in the text and the figures. Some of
the research results were directed and supported by PM&AM Research as internal
research and development (IR&D), and are identified as such. Those results that are
not attributed to fellow researchers are those obtained solely by the author.
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 begins with
the description of self-action eﬀects that occur in the filamentation of ultrashort laser
pulses in air. It also reviews the main theories on the generation and propagation of
optical filaments in air, and how they have been shaped by diﬀerent experimental observations and theoretical modeling eﬀorts. Chapter 3 demonstrates and highlights
the importance of initial conditions prior to the formation of optical filaments in air
using an aerodynamic window, and how they aﬀect the interaction of ultrashort laser
pulses with air. The eﬀect of ionization by a filamenting laser pulse and its subsequent relaxation to ambient conditions are explored experimentally in Chapter 4.
These experiments provide evidence that the thermal response of air plays a critical
role in enhancing the nonlinear filamentation eﬀects at high repetition rates. Chapter
5 concludes with the suggestion that the thermal response of air should be considered in the nonlinear index of refraction ñ2 of air for a more accurate and complete
description and characterization of optical filaments in air. Finally, two applications
of long range optical filaments are given in the appendices: Appendix A describes the
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construction of a 600-kV DC discharge system for long range laser-induced electrical
discharges using filaments while Appendix B provides the theoretical and experimental framework to prolong the lifetime of the free electrons with a long pulse
alexandrite laser through plasma heating and photodetachment processes.
This dissertation aims to further explore the influence of gas dynamics on the
formation of ultrashort laser pulse filamentation in air in the hope that one day,
filaments can be practically implemented in a wide range of applications.
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Chapter 2
Understanding Filaments

2.1

Self-Action Eﬀects in Filaments

In this section, important self-action eﬀects observed in the propagation of femtosecond laser pulses in air will be described. Self-action eﬀects can be attributed to
the action of the laser pulse acting on itself (without any external forces or optical
components) – changing its characteristics as it propagates through the medium.
To begin the discussion of light-matter interaction, the induced polarization P (E)
of the material due to the electric field E of the laser pulse can be represented as
P (E) = ϵ0 χ(E)E = ϵ0 χ(1) E + ϵ0 χ(2) E 2 + ϵ0 χ(3) E 3 + ... + ϵ0 χ(m) E m

(2.1)

where χ represents the susceptibility of the material or medium. The first term in
Eq. 2.1 represents the linear response of the medium, which is usually described
through the linear index of refraction:
√
n0 = 1 + χ(1) .

(2.2)

The second term in Eq. 2.1 is only relevant in non-centrosymmetric media. The χ(2)
term gives rise to sum frequency or diﬀerence generation in nonlinear crystals. An
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example is the second harmonic generation of 532 nm wavelength in a potassium
titanyl phosphate (KTP) crystal in a Nd:YAG laser operating at λ = 1064 nm. In
amorphous or isotropic media, such as air or water, the lowest order of nonlinear
susceptibility is the χ(3) term. The third order polarization term can be written as
[19]:
P (3) = ϵ0 χ(3)

(3

)
1
|Ẽ|2 Ẽeiωl t + Ẽ 3 e3iωl t + c.c.
8
8

(2.3)

Since the third harmonic generation that is associated with χ(3) is weak, the second
term is usually ignored. Thus, the nonlinear refractive index can be written as:
n2 =

3χ(3)
.
8n0

(2.4)

Adopting the same terminology or convention as in [19], the total index of refraction
due to linear and nonlinear terms can be expressed as:
n = n0 + n2 |Ẽ(t)|2 = n0 + ñ2 I(t)

(2.5)

with ñ2 = 2n2 /(ϵ0 cn0 ). For the discussion that follows, a tilde (ñ) will be used to
denote the index of refraction when it is associated with the intensity of the laser
pulse I:
n = n0 + ñ2 I.

(2.6)

For λ = 800 nm, ñ2 for air is 3.2 x 10−19 cm2 /W [20] and for water is 4.1 x 10−16
cm2 /W [21].

2.1.1

Self-Phase Modulation

As a result of changes in the refractive index, there will be a change in the phase
shift due to the intensity of a laser. For a plane wave propagating in the z-direction,
the electric field can be written as:
E(z, t) exp{i(ω0 t − kz)}

(2.7)
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where ω0 is the central frequency of the laser, and k is the wavenumber given by
k=

nω0
c

with n = n + △n being the index of refraction of the medium. Assuming the

medium responds instantaneously to the laser pulse intensity and the pulse shape is
preserved after propagating through the medium, the accumulated phase is now:
{(
{(
ω0 nz )}
ω0 n0 z ω0 △nz )}
exp i ω0 t −
−
= exp i ω0 t −
c
c }
|
{z c } | {z
linear
{(
)}
= exp i ϕL + ϕN L .

nonlinear

(2.8)

The change in the phase of the laser pulse due to the nonlinear refractive index
will cause a change in the spectrum δω(t) of the laser pulse resulting in:
d
ϕN L
dt
d ( ω0 z△n )
−
=
dt
c
−ω0 z d ( )
=
ñ2 I
c dt
ñ2 ω0 z dI
.
= −
c dt

δω(t) =

(2.9)

Since the leading part of the pulse has positive slope for dI/dt, self-phase modulation (SPM) will result in the generation of longer wavelength components (red-shift),
while the trailing part of the pulse will create shorter wavelength components (blueshift) for a positive ñ2 .

2.1.2

Critical Power and Self-Focusing

While self-phase modulation changes the pulse propagation in the temporal domain,
self-focusing is responsible for the changes in the spatial domain. From Eq. 2.6, the
total index of refraction of the laser pulse propagating in the medium also depends
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on the intensity of the laser pulse, I. Although it may be somewhat counter-intuitive
at first sight, it is not the critical intensity of the laser pulse that determines when
self-focusing begins but rather the critical power. This is because for a given power,
linear diﬀraction is much larger for a smaller beam with a higher intensity (and larger
ñ2 I) than for a larger beam with a lower intensity (and smaller ñ2 I). In fact, the
critical power needed to overcome both linear diﬀraction and ñ2 I in both cases is
the same.
Above this critical power Pcr , the laser pulse begins to self-focus, provided that
the nonlinear term ñ2 > 0. The self-focusing can be described as follows: In the
typical Gaussian pulse, the center portion of the beam has the highest intensity and
thus, has the highest index of refraction. This slows the propagation of the center
portion of the pulse with respect to the outer region where the intensity of the pulse
is much lower. Consequently, the beam will collapse to a singularity if there are no
arresting mechanisms, such as nonlinear losses and/or plasma defocusing. This is
schematically depicted in Fig. 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Eﬀect of self-focusing by a nonlinear medium on the pulse wavefront
without plasma defocusing or other balancing forces.

With this understanding in mind, the critical power for self-focusing can be defined as the power required to [19]:
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1. Overcome the spherical wavefront curvature of a cw beam due to linear diﬀraction;
or
2. Cancel the phase factor on-axis for a Gaussian pulse; or
3. Overcome the diﬀraction angle so that the beam can be trapped within a waveguide.
These definitions are given in Table 2.1 with computed values for Pcr with ñ2 = 3.2
x 10−19 cm2 /W and λ = 800 nm.
Table 2.1: Definitions of Critical Power Pcr [19].
Critical Power Phase On-Axis
Pcr

Wavefront Curvature

Waveguide

1 λ2
4π n0 ñ2

1 λ2
8π n0 ñ2

(1.22)2 π λ2
32 n0 ñ2

= 1.6 GW

= 0.8 GW

= 2.9 GW

These values for the self-focusing critical power are smaller than the more commonly accepted value given by [22]:
Pcr ≡

3.77λ20
= 3 GW.
8πn0 ñ2

(2.10)

This semi-empirical relationship, obtained by simulating the long range propagation
of cw beams undergoing self-focusing, provides a better approximation to the critical
power Pcr than the general definitions in Table 2.1.
It is worth noting that the critical power Pcr depends on the response of the
medium to the duration of the laser pulse. Up until now, the discussion has largely
been restricted to the instantaneous response of the bound electrons in the medium
that contribute to the total induced polarization (both linear and nonlinear), and
thus to the total index of refraction n = n0 + ñ2 I. With longer pulses (typically
longer than 200 fs), the medium has a longer time to interact with the laser pulses
through excitation of molecular vibrations and delayed nuclear response, causing the
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critical power to be reduced. In Ref. [23], the critical power dropped from 10 GW
to 5 GW when the pulse duration increased from 42 fs to 200 fs.

2.1.3

Plasma Defocusing

Once the critical power is exceeded, the intensity of the femtosecond laser pulse
increases due to self-focusing. In the case of solids, filamentary damage tracks may
be observed along the laser path once this occurs. The damage is irreversible, caused
by the optical breakdown of the material. In air, the laser pulse does not collapse
to a singularity, as a result of nonlinear losses and/or ionization. For example, the
generation of free electrons serves to counter the eﬀects of self-focusing. Free electrons
are generated mainly through multiphoton ionization as the pulse shrinks down in
size – increasing its intensity – through self-focusing. While tunneling ionization may
occur, this is a higher nonlinear process, requiring higher intensity than multiphoton
ionization. For λ = 800 nm, the dominant ionization regime is multiphoton ionization
for laser intensities I ≤ 1013 W/cm2 and tunneling ionization for I ≥ 1014 W/cm2 .
Regardless of the ionization mechanism for the filamentation process in air, the rate
of electron generation follows [21]:
∂ρe
σ
= σK I K (ρ0 − ρe ) + ρe I − rρe ρi
∂t
Ui

(2.11)

where ρe and ρ0 are the electron density and density of air molecules, respectively.
The first term provides the electron generation through multiphoton ionization,
where K is the number of photons needed to overcome the ionization potential Ui ,
and σK is the transition rate related to the K-photon absorption/ionization process
cross section given by βK = σK × Kℏω0 ρ0 . The critical plasma density ρc is given by
ρc =

me ω 2
4πe2

(2.12)

where me and e are the electronic mass and charge, respectively. The second term
represents the ionization due to inverse bremsstrahlung where its cross section σ is
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given by the Drude model:

σ=

kω0 τc
+ ω02 τc2 )

(2.13)

n20 ρc (1

where τc is the collision time. In air, τc = 350 fs and σ = 5.1 x 10−20 cm2 . The last
term is the loss of free electrons due to recombination where r is the recombination
rate between free electrons ρe and the positive ions ρi . For short pulses (typically
less than 200 fs), only the first term matters since the pulses are short enough that
avalanche ionization and electron-ion recombination do not play a role or aﬀect the
propagation of the pulses.
The plasma resulting from the ionization of air by the femtosecond laser pulse
serves to defocus the beam through the induced change in the index of refraction
according to:
(
)1/2 (
)1/2
ωp2
ωp2
ρe
n= 1−
= 1− 2
≈1− 2
ρc
ω
2ω

(2.14)

where ρe is the electron density produced by the femtosecond laser pulse with plasma
frequency ωe . Thus, the change in the index of refraction due to plasma can be
written as:
ωp2
e2 ρe
△np = − 2 = −
.
2ω
2me ϵ0 ω 2

(2.15)

Because of plasma generation, the laser pulse will experience a smaller index of
refraction at the center of the beam compared to the outer edge, resulting in the
spatial spreading or defocusing of the beam. The change in the index of refraction
will also result in the generation of higher frequencies (blue-shifting of the spectrum).
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Following from Eq. 2.8, the change in spectrum resulting from plasma generation is:
d
ϕN L
dt
d ( ωz△np )
−
dt
c
(
ωz d
e 2 ρe )
−
−
c dt
2me ϵ0 ω 2
e2 z dρe
2me ϵ0 cω dt
e2 z
σK I K (ρ0 − ρe ).
2me ϵ0 cω

δω(t) =
=
=
=
=

2.1.4

(2.16)

Intensity Clamping

Because the plasma serves to defocus the beam, it sets an upper limit for the intensity
of a laser pulse that undergoes self-focusing. In this limit, the change of the refractive
index due to the Kerr eﬀect (in Eq. 2.5) is balanced by the change of the refractive
index due to plasma generation (Eq. 2.15):
e2 ρe
2me ϵ0 ω 2
e2 ρe
⇒I =
.
2ñ2 me ϵ0 ω 2
ñ2 I =

(2.17)

Assuming that the electron plasma density created within the filament is ρe =
1016 cm−3 and the nonlinear refractive index ñ2 is 3.2 x 10−19 cm2 /W, the clamped
intensity is estimated to be I = 0.89 x 1013 W/cm2 , which is within an order of
magnitude of the observed value of I ≈ 4 x 1013 W/cm2 [1].
For the generation of optical filaments using a spherical lens or mirror, the intensity within a filament may be higher due to the combined eﬀects of self-focusing and
external focusing. Based on the simple lens equation, the new focal position fnew is:
1
fnew

=

1
flens

+

1
zsf

(2.18)
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where flens is the geometrical focal length of the lens and zsf is the self-focusing
distance given by [22]
zsf = {[
(

0.367ka2
}1/2
]2
)1/2
P
− 0.852 − 0.0219
Pcr

where k is the wavenumber given by k =

2πn
,
λ

(2.19)

and a is the laser beam radius at 1/e2

of the peak intensity.
With stronger focusing, the intensity of the pulse increases and consequently,
causes a larger change in ñ2 I. Because of this, the plasma density must increase to
prevent the collapse of the filamenting beam into a singularity based on Eq. 2.17.

2.1.5

Pulse Mode Self-Cleaning

It has been observed that the laser pulse that undergoes filamentation experiences
self-mode cleaning where a circularly symmetric spatial profile emerges that corresponds to the lowest or fundamental transverse mode of a filament. Even if the
initial beam profile may not be a perfect Gaussian beam, the diﬀerent high order
spatial features compete with each other as the pulse undergoes self-focusing and
subsequent plasma defocusing. However, the lowest order spatial mode wins out and
becomes the dominant mode because it has the smallest beam diameter and will be
the first to self-focus and ionize the air, creating a plasma that will defocus all other
higher modes along the propagation of the beam [24]. This results in the self-spatial
filtering or the self-mode cleaning of the filamenting laser beam.
Fig. 2.2 shows an example of the pulse mode self-cleaning process. Although
the initial spatial profile of the pulse may not be Gaussian, as seen in Fig. 2.2(a),
the pulse still experiences self-focusing because its power is greater than the critical
power Pcr . As the pulse propagates further in air, it continues to decrease in size due
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Figure 2.2: Pulse mode self-cleaning: (a) Initial profile of the beam profile undergoing
self-focusing; (b) Collapse of the beam to the lowest spatial mode; and (c) Profile of
the beam at the onset of filamentation in air. (PM&AM Research, IR&D)

to self-focusing, as shown in Fig. 2.2(b). The lowest spatial mode begins to dominate
until the appearance of an optical filament in air, as characterized by Fig. 2.2(c). At
this point, the beam size is at its minimum since plasma defocusing balances selffocusing in a filament. Any other higher modes or higher spatial frequencies will
be defocused or filtered out by the generated plasma, leaving only the lowest order
mode to survive within the optical filament.

2.2

Filamentation Models

Since the discovery of optical filaments in air by Braun et al. in 1995 [3], diﬀerent
models have been proposed to explain the various nonlinear phenomena associated
with the formation of optical filaments in air. This section reviews some of the
models that have been developed to describe the dynamic formation of filaments in
air. Although various models may suﬃciently capture the universal characteristics
of the long range propagation of filaments in air, the diﬀerent subtleties of the different models will be highlighted to accentuate some of the nonlinear interactions of
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filaments with air.

2.2.1

Townes Soliton

In the absence of ionization, the diﬀraction of a laser beam can be overcome by selffocusing since these terms have opposing eﬀects on the wavefront of the laser beam.
If these terms strictly balance each other, the laser pulse will propagate as a spatial
soliton, without experiencing any changes to its beam size as it propagates in the
z-direction [25]:
2ik

∂E
2k 2 ñ2 2
= −∇2T E −
|E| E
∂z
n0

(2.20)

where E = E(x, y, z) represents the electric field, k = 2 πn0 /λ is the wave vector, λ
is the laser wavelength, n0 and ñ2 are the linear and nonlinear refractive indices, respectively. The first term on the right hand side of Eq. 2.20 represents the diﬀraction
of the beam with ∇2T = ∂ 2 /∂x2 + ∂ 2 /∂y 2 the transverse Laplacian operator.
By forcing the change of the electric field E along z to be zero for a spatial soliton,
the solution to Eq. 2.20 is given by
(
A(z, r) = Rα (r) ×

n0
2k 2 ñ2

)1/2

(
exp

iα2 z
2k

)
(2.21)

with r = (x2 + y 2 ), α is a positive constant and Rα (r) = αR(αr) satisfies
d2 R(r) 1 dR(r)
+
− R(r) + R(r3 ) = 0
dr2
r dr
with boundary conditions

dR(r)
dr

r=0

(2.22)

= 0 and limr→∞ R(r) = 0. Mathematically,

this family of solitons is known as Townes soliton. However, the solution is highly
unstable, and will breakup if there is any slight imbalance between the two eﬀects.
Townes solitons have been observed in solids or liquids with nanosecond pulses.
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2.2.2

Self-Guiding Model

This model was first put forth by Braun et al. [3] when optical filamentation in air
was discovered. To explain how the femtosecond filamenting laser pulse was able to
maintain its characteristically small beam diameter over long distances - beyond the
Rayleigh range of the laser beam - they proposed that linear diﬀraction was exactly
balanced by self-focusing and plasma defocusing. This balance could be written as:
ñ2 I =

ωp2
(1.22λ)2
+
2ω 2
8n0 πw02

(2.23)

where n0 and ñ2 are the linear and nonlinear refractive indices of air, λ and ω are
the central laser wavelength and frequency, I the laser pulse intensity, and w0 is the
minimum spot size (diameter) of the laser. The plasma frequency ωp is given by:
[

e2 ρe (I)
ωp =
me ϵ 0

]1/2
(2.24)

where ρe is the electron plasma density generated by the intense laser pulse, and ϵ0
is the permittivity of free space. For the case of multiphoton ionization, the rate of
electron generation is proportional to the laser intensity I raised to the K-th power:
dρe
∝ IK
dt
dρe
⇒
= σK I K
dt

(2.25)

where K is the number of photons required to overcome the ionization potential of
a gas molecule, and σK , the proportionality constant that represents the K-photon
ionization cross section.
The self-guiding model is diﬀerent from the Townes soliton because it includes
ionization eﬀects (the generation of plasma that serves to defocus the beam) for
filament formation in air. This model represents a quasi steady-state response of air
molecules due to propagation of intense femtosecond laser pulses in air.
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2.2.3

Moving Focus Model

In a dispersionless medium, a propagating laser pulse can be viewed as a series of
transverse slices with their own peak powers independent of each other. In this case,
the propagation of the individual slices can be treated as a continuous wave Gaussian
beam. This assumption is valid if space-coupling eﬀects, such as group velocity
dispersion (GVD), are weak and can be neglected [20]. For a typical τ0 = 100 fs
pulse with central wavelength of λ = 800 nm, the characteristic dispersion length Ld
is calculated to be 167 m according to [19]:
Ld =

τ02
2|k ′′ |

(2.26)

where the group velocity dispersion of air at λ = 800 nm is given by k ′′ = 30 fs2 /m.
This characteristic dispersion length Ld is much longer than the distances observed
in the laboratory, where typical distances are limited to less than 20 meters.
Fig. 2.3 depicts the temporal slicing of a femtosecond pulse in the moving focus
model. In the leading portion of the pulse, the peak power P of the slice is less
than the critical power Pcr for self-focusing, resulting in the linear diﬀraction beam
slice. The next slice of the pulse is above the critical power, and experiences a
nonlinear self-focus distance zsf given by Eq. 2.19, according to Marburger’s formula
[22, 26]. Since the next slice contains the central portion of the pulse, and has the
highest peak power, the self-focusing distance is the shortest compared to all the
time slices. Although the subsequent slice has a peak power less than the central
slice, its peak power is still above the critical power Pcr , leading to a self-focusing
position farther from the central focus. However, this slice will also experience a
change in the refractive index caused by the earlier time slices, resulting in a slight
shift in the position of its self-focusing distance zsf , compared to the earlier time
slice with the same peak power. Finally, the last time slice of the pulse has a peak
power less than the critical power and will experience linear diﬀraction and increase
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in beam diameter. Thus, the longitudinal self-focusing of the individual time slices
of the intense laser pulse creates an illusion of a continuous waveguide or plasma
channel that persists over many Rayleigh lengths in air.

Figure 2.3: Moving focus model. (Adapted from [19].)

It is worth noting that the above scenario does not mention any saturation mechanism or plasma generation. If, for example, free electrons are generated through
photoionization of air by the intense laser pulse, the later time slices will experience diﬀerent propagation conditions (such as reduced refractive index) compared
to the earlier time slices. This will not only change the self-focusing distances of
the later time slices, but also change in the diﬀraction pattern that will show up in
the transverse dimension due to the longitudinal changes created by the earlier time
slices. This may be seen in the far-field of the filament. The temporally asymmetric
focusing behavior of the individual time slices has been used to explain a host of
obsverations, such as X-wave generation and conical emission [24].

2.2.4

Dynamic Spatial Replenishment Model

Although the discovery of optical filamentation in air prompted many experimentalists to explore and understand the formation and properties of filaments in air leading
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to numerous experimental papers, computational physicists were equally excited by
these new results. In 1998, the dynamic spatial replenishment model was proposed
[27]. In the dynamic spatial replenishment model, as the intense laser pulse begins to
filament in air, the leading edge increases in intensity due to self-focusing and thereby
generates a plasma, which not only arrests the self-focusing, but also serves to defocus the beam. As a result of energy losses due to ionization and other nonlinear
eﬀects (such as rotational Raman scattering), the intensity of the trailing edge of the
pulse is reduced, and the pulse energy is transferred into the spatial ring surrounding
the leading peak, as depicted in Fig. 2.4. However, upon further propagation, the
trailing edge begins to form as a peak due to replenishment from the energy reservoir due to self-focusing. This dynamic pulse evolution of focusing, defocusing and
subsequent refocusing can repeat itself a few times, creating a channel that persists
over many Rayleigh lengths in air. The dynamic spatial replenishment model incorporated the temporal dynamics that were missing in prior models, and demonstrated
how rotational Raman scattering and other delayed nonlinear responses may aﬀect
the propagation of ultrashort laser pulses in air.

2.2.5

Conical Wave Model

The conical wave model was first proposed after observing that conical emission may
be attributed to multiple pulse splitting in the filamentation process in water [28, 29].
Instead of relying solely on an energy reservoir surrounding the hot center core of the
beam for the regeneration of the filament, pulse splitting plays a role in feeding the
central core after the initial filament has faded. The daughter pulses created from
the first pulse splitting generate dynamic X waves (wavepackets that exhibit an X
shape in the both the near and far fields). The formation of X waves can be seen as
an “attractor” for the development of z-invariant waves.
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Figure 2.4: Dynamic spatial replenishment model: The outer reservoir continuously
replenishes the energy loss in the filament core due to multiphoton ionization and
nonlinear losses. (PM&AM Research, IR&D)

The formation of a conical wave can also be viewed as a spontaneous reshaping
from an initial Gaussian beam due to non-negligible nonlinear losses [30]. These
nonlinear losses, such as multiphoton excitation, serve to flatten the intensity profile
of a Gaussian beam, creating a flat top beam profile. Due to self-focusing, energy
is transferred from the outside into the center core, creating a Bessel beam with
formation of a filament at its center. As the beam propagates, the filament energy is
replenished from the photon bath or energy reservoir, yielding the conical emission.
This pulse evolution is seen to be driven by the requirement to achieve a condition for minimum nonlinear losses and maximum robustness (against diﬀraction and
dispersion eﬀects) for long range propagating, z-invariant waves.
A comprehensive numerical investigation was performed to explore the significance of various events that arrest the collapse of a self-focusing beam [21]. By
ignoring plasma defocusing, simulation results demonstrated multiple pulse splitting and confirmed the formation of X-waves in the filamentation experiments using
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water as the Kerr medium. The inclusion of plasma defocusing produced interference fringes in the far-field spectrum with the spectrum becoming more asymmetric
though the overall structure of the X-wave remained roughly the same. From this
numerical simulation, an overall picture emerges: The formation and regeneration
of an optical filament at the center of the beam is being continuously fed by the
outer/extended reservoir due to self-focusing. The center core contains a fraction of
the total energy of the pulse, and its energy is dissipated by nonlinear losses. The
outer part of the beam has much lower intensity than the center core, and thus, dispersion and diﬀraction are the dominant players responsible for the spectral features
observed in the near- and far-fields of the generated X-waves.

2.2.6

Current Understanding

At present, the general consensus is that optical filaments are formed based on the dynamic balance between linear diﬀraction, nonlinear self-focusing, plasma defocusing
and other nonlinear losses, such as multiphoton absorption and Raman scattering.
The low-intensity energy reservoir that surrounds the filament core serves not only to
provide energy for the dynamic replenishment of the filament, allowing it to reform
a few times, but it can also lead to the generation of X-waves. Since the central core
of the filament has a broader spectrum, it propagates with a diﬀerent group velocity
than the outer reservoir. Spectral components in the filament core can generate new
spectral components with the pump pulse in the reservoir through four-wave mixing,
leading to the formation of conical rings surrounding the white central core observed
in the far-field. However, the initial conditions of the pulse undergoing filamentation
play an important role in determining the observed traits of the optical filament.
For example, the generation of conical emission surrounding a white (or spectrally
broad) central core of a filament is typically observed in free propagation (i.e., without external focusing) of short intense pulses in air because of the longer interaction
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region over which four-wave mixing and self-spatial filtering can take place. With
external focusing by either a spherical lens or mirror, this interaction region is much
smaller, and no conical rings are observed with the filament. External focusing also
limits various self-action eﬀects that occur within a filament, often limiting the robust propagation of the filament over extended distances in air. Nonetheless, the
dynamic competition between linear diﬀraction, nonlinear self-focusing, plasma defocusing and nonlinear losses are still present regardless of the initial focusing or
preparation of the filament in air.
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Formation of Optical Filaments in
Air

Although optical filaments can now be routinely generated in air using sub–100 fs
laser pulses with a few millijoules of energy, their creation is highly nonlinear and
depends on the dynamic balance between diﬀraction, self-focusing, plasma defocusing
and nonlinear losses. The complexity of the interaction of various competing forces
in the formation of filaments has even led to the suggestion of including higher order
Kerr eﬀects [31, 32]. Computational modeling may not be able to conclusively resolve
whether higher order Kerr eﬀects are essential to the formation of optical filaments
since almost all models require the accurate measurement of various parameters, such
as the nonlinear index of refraction ñ2 and the multiphoton ionization cross section
σK . Consequently, theoretical models generally provide a qualitative understanding
of the formation of filaments in air, and the relative importance of the diﬀerent
nonlinear phenomena that can occur in the filamentation process. This can simply
be achieved by “turning on/oﬀ” the diﬀerent nonlinear terms in the simulation, and
then comparing the results. Oftentimes, certain experimental parameters are slightly
adjusted in the simulations to obtain results that are consistent with the experiments,
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or when experimental parameters are not readily available for a particular simulation
run. While the adjustment and/or switching on and oﬀ of various nonlinear terms can
be done with relative ease through computational modeling, it is much more diﬃcult
to achieve ideal conditions so that the formation of filaments can be investigated
experimentally. The problem is further compounded by the fact that the power and
intensity associated with the laser pulse are suﬃciently high that optical damage
will occur, and thus, ruling out the implementation of direct measurements using
conventional optical lenses, mirrors and detectors.
This chapter is devoted to the experimental investigation of the formation of
filaments in air using an aerodynamic window. This aerodynamic window can also
be used as a diagnostic tool to study the characteristics of optical filaments as they
propagate in air.

3.1

Aerodynamic Window:
An Ideal Tool for Experimentalists

To obtain a quantitative analysis of the formation of an optical filament in air, it
is highly desirable to accurately capture the interaction of the intense femtosecond
laser pulse with air. For example, increasing the air density will invariably increase
the nonlinear refractive index of air ñ2 . Conversely, by reducing the air density to
vacuum, the Kerr self-focusing disappears as ñ2 vanishes along with the air. Thus,
the formation and propagation of optical filaments in air under diﬀerent atmospheric
conditions can be investigated. However, isolating the region of interaction between
the optical filament and modified air can be daunting and expensive due to the high
peak intensity in a filament. As discussed in the previous chapter, the intensity inside
a filament is clamped to I ≈ 4 x 1013 W/cm2 , and is suﬃciently high to damage any
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optical elements, such as optical windows. (The optical breakdown threshold for
fused silica is I ≈ 1012 W/cm2 , and for metals I ≈ 1011 W/cm2 [33].) Consequently,
to perform measurements in which an optical filament crosses into or out of a sealed
pressure chamber, one will only be able to do single-shot experiments – replacing the
entrance and/or exit windows after each laser shot.
To overcome this labor intensive and costly technique, we proposed and implemented a novel solution using an aerodynamic window [34, 35, 36]. Instead of using
fused silica as an optical window, the pressure diﬀerence between ambient atmosphere and vacuum can be maintained by centrifugal forces induced by the curvature
of a supersonic gas jet in the aerodynamic window [37]. Since the medium of the
window is essentially air, the window is not susceptible to any optical damage caused
by the high intensity of the filament. Furthermore, air has a much smaller nonlinear
index of refraction ñ2 = 3.2 x 10−19 cm2 /W compared to ñ2 = 3.5 x 10−16 cm2 /W
for fused silica at λ = 800 nm [38], resulting in a much smaller eﬀect of the filament
crossing an aerodynamic window.
Utilizing these advantages aﬀorded by the aerodynamic window, two diﬀerent
experimental setups can be envisioned to measure the eﬀects of atmospheric conditions on the formation and propagation of optical filaments. In the first setup,
as illustrated in Fig. 3.1, an optical filament is formed by weakly focusing an intense femtosecond laser pulse in vacuum. Because it is in near-vacuum, there is no
measurable self-focusing nor plasma generation associated with the preparation of
the filament. Thus, the onset of filamentation in the air can be controlled to occur
precisely at Window 2, which is the boundary between vacuum and ambient air.
Upon exiting the vacuum chamber into ambient-pressure air, the intense laser pulse
is expected to spontaneously form an optical filament due to the dynamic balance
between self-focusing, plasma defocusing and other competing eﬀects. The distance
between Window 2 and the positive lens is the geometrical focus of the lens z = f .
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Because the intensity of the filamenting laser pulse is expected to be the highest
at Window 2, the aerodynamic window is placed here. Conversely, since the beam
entering the vacuum chamber has not focused down to suﬃciently high intensity,
Window 1 can be a fused silica. To avoid any optical damage, the vacuum chamber
should be suﬃciently long that the laser intensity I at Window 1 is adequately low
to ignore any Kerr eﬀects due to ñ2 I.

Figure 3.1: Preparation of an optical filament in a vacuum chamber.

The second experimental setup, as schematically depicted in Fig. 3.2, allows us to
perform optical diagnostics on the optical filament. When the optical filament enters
the low-pressure chamber via the aerodynamic window, the dynamic balancing of the
various nonlinear eﬀects disappears. Consequently, the filament diﬀracts linearly in
vacuum. After propagating a distance z, the beam size is suﬃciently large so that
the pulse intensity will not cause any damage or induce any nonlinearities due to
ñ2 . This will allow us to perform direct optical diagnostics (such as beam profile,
pulse energy and spectral measurements) on the diﬀracted beam. Assuming that the
filament has a Gaussian beam profile, and is terminated at z = 0, the filament beam
size wf il at z = 0 can be inferred by simply measuring the beam size w(z) at the
detector:
w(z)
wf il = √
1 + ( zzR )2

(3.1)
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where zR is the Rayleigh range defined by zR =

πw02
λ

where λ is the laser wavelength

and w0 is the minimum spot size, which in this case, is the same as the beam size of
the filament wf il .

Figure 3.2: Measuring the beam size and spectrum upon the termination of an optical
filament in vacuum.

3.1.1

Aerodynamic Window: Design and Test

For the work presented here, the aerodynamic window was suggested by Kevin Kremeyer, designed by H. Wilhem Behrens at TRW, and was constructed by Team
Specialty Products (TSP) in Albuquerque, NM. Further details of the design can be
found in [34]. Based on the simulation of the design, the pressure on one side of the
aerodynamic window can be kept at a pressure close to vacuum, as shown in Fig. 3.3.
Fig. 3.4 shows the pressure obtained inside the vacuum chamber at the diﬀerent
air pressures at the 4.2-mm inlet of the aerodynamic window using a diﬀerent number
of roughing pumps to pump down pressure chamber. Even without any roughing
pump to evacuate the vacuum chamber, the pressure is reduced to about 85 Torr.
Using up to three roughing pumps, the pressure in the vacuum chamber can be
further lowered to about 5 Torr. The optimal air pressure at the inlet to achieve the
lowest pressure in the vacuum chamber is about 5 Torr.
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Figure 3.3: Simulation result of the pressure profile in an aerodynamic window [34].
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Figure 3.4: Test results of the pressure maintained by an aerodynamic window in
the laboratory [35].
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3.2

Femtosecond Laser System at UNM

In the experimental results presented here, the femtosecond laser system is a homebuilt titanium:sapphire (Ti:S) chirped-pulse amplifier (CPA) system. Fig. 3.5 shows
the block diagram of this laser amplifier system. At the heart of the laser is a Kerrlens mode-locked (KLM) oscillator. This oscillator produces a pulse train of 94 MHz
with a nominal pulse duration of 80-90 fs, at central wavelength λ = 775 nm. The
output power from the mode-locked oscillator is typically 200-400 mW, and thus,
the pulse energy is roughly 2-4 nJ.

Figure 3.5: Block diagram showing the various sub-systems of the femtosecond Ti:S
laser.

The pulse train from the oscillator is then sent to a pulse stretcher, stretching
the pulses from ∼100 fs to ∼200 ps by imparting a positive chirp where the longer
wavelength components arrive earlier in time compared to the shorter wavelength
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components. The pulses need to be stretched in time to safely amplify these pulses
in the regenerative amplifier and multipass amplifier stages. (Increasing the pulse duration will result in the lowering of the pulse intensity). An optical isolator is placed
between the oscillator and the pulse stretcher to prevent any laser feedback into the
oscillator. It consists of a Faraday rotator and a quartz compensator, sandwiched
between two Glan polarizers. The quartz compensator rotates the polarization in
the opposite direction of the Faraday rotator so that the net polarization of the laser
pulse after passing through both the Faraday rotator and the quartz compensator is
zero going from left to right, but experiences 90 ◦ rotation in the opposite direction.
The stretched pulses are then sent into a regenerative amplifier where the pulse
energy is increased from ∼1-2 nJ (after losses in stretcher) to 1-2 mJ. The regenerative
amplifier consists of a thin film polarizer and a Pockels cell that collectively perform
pulse picking – selecting a 10-Hz pulse train (from the initial 94-MHz pulse train) to
be amplified in the cavity of the regenerative amplifier. The pulse makes about 27-30
round trips within the regenerative cavity before it is switched out by the Pockels
cell.
After emerging from the regenerative amplifier cavity, the amplified pulse passes
through the Faraday rotator again and is then redirected to a three-pass amplifier
stage, where the energy is further increased from 1-2 mJ to ∼25 mJ. The Ti:S
crystal in the multipass amplifier is pumped on both sides by a frequency-doubled
Q-switched Nd:YAG laser, where the pump beam is relay imaged from the output
of the second harmonic crystal in the Nd:YAG laser onto the Ti:S crystal for modematching and to achieve the best beam profile.
To obtain transform-limited pulses with the highest power, the amplified pulses
are directed to a pulse compressor, consisting of a double-passed parallel grating pair.
This pulse compressor introduces a negative chirp to compensate for the positive
chirp imparted by the pulse stretcher. By adjusting the separation of the grating
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pair in the compressor, the linear chirp (and thus, the output pulse width) can
be adjusted to obtain the shortest pulse duration after the amplifier stages. Due
to higher order dispersion terms that are introduced by transmissive optics in the
regenerative cavity that cannot be compensated by the compressor grating pair, the
final pulse is always longer than the pulse coming out of the KLM oscillator. The
output pulse from this laser amplifier system is typically 200-300 fs with a nominal
pulse energy of 10-15 mJ, at a repetition rate of 10 Hz, and having a p-polarization.
A more detailed description of the laser can be found in [36, 39].

3.3

Experimental Setup

Fig. 3.6 shows the schematic of the experimental setup to investigate the preparatory
phase of an optical filament in air and/or vacuum. The output laser beam from the
CPA laser system is loosely focused by a plano-convex fused silica lens with a focal
length of f = +3 meters. The pulse duration is nominally 250 fs with a pulse energy
of 9 mJ, having a beam diameter D of 8 mm (at 1/e2 ) and a central wavelength λ =
780 nm. Thus, the minimum beam diameter is d0 ≈

4f λ
πD

= 372 µm (or minimum spot

size w0 = d0 /2 = 186 µm) by assuming a Gaussian beam profile. The minimum spot
size is comparable to the accepted beam size values of filaments, which range from
100 µm to 1 mm. Thus, the experimental setup will allow us to obtain conditions
that are favorable for the creation of optical filaments in air. The nonimal peak
power for the pulse is 36 GW, which is over 10 times larger than the critical power
Pcr =

3.77λ2
8πn0 ñ2

= 2.8 GW.

Because of the pressure dependence of the nonlinear index of refraction ñ2 , the
onset of filamentation changes when the pressure in the vacuum chamber is varied
from ambient conditions to 8 Torr, at which no nonlinear eﬀects can be observed. The
position of the f = +3-m lens is then adjusted so that the geometrical focus lies at
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of experimental setup to investigate the formation of filaments
in air.

the exit of the aerodynamic window. Due to tenuous formation of an optical filament
in air as a result of a dynamic balance between self-focusing and plasma defocusing,
it is extremely diﬃcult to pinpoint precisely the start of the filamentation process.
For this reason, the geometrical focus will be used as a reference position in our
experiments.

3.3.1

Prior Work

Due to the physical constraints on our laboratory space, a grazing incidence mirror (GIM) was used instead of having a second aerodynamic window to terminate
the filamentation process (as suggested in Fig. 3.2) so that the filament profile and
spectrum could be measured directly at a known distance z. This grazing incidence
mirror was coated for a 99.9999% reflectivity for 89 ◦ for s-polarized light at λ =
1064 nm. When this mirror was used for p-polarized laser wavelength λ = 780 nm,
only 0.3% of the laser pulse was transmitted through the mirror at an incident angle
θ = 89 ◦ [36]. The transmitted laser pulse intensity was suﬃciently low that no nonlinearities were accumulated in transmission. The setup is sketched in Fig. 3.7. The
optical detector was either a beam profiler to measure the beam size of a filament,
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or a spectrometer to measure the spectral components of a filament.

Figure 3.7: Grazing incidence mirror for the direct measurement of optical filament
characteristics. (Adapted from [36].)

Using this setup, the beam size of a filament that was launched in air and also in
vacuum has been documented in [36]. For an optical filament launched (or prepared)
in vacuum, the beam size w remained fairly constant and was less than 225 µm over
a propagation distance from z = 20 cm to z = 70 cm, as shown in Fig. 3.8 [40]. In
contrast, the beam size of a filament that was prepared in air increased linearly from
w = 200 µm (at z = 0 cm) to w = 375 µm (at z = 70 cm), which was still a smaller
increase compared to the linear diﬀraction of a Gaussian beam.
The spectral measurement of the filaments prepared in air and in vacuum also
yielded diﬀerent results, as shown in Fig. 3.9. These spectra were taken at a distance z
= 12 cm away from the geometrical focus. When the filament is launched in air (with
the aerodynamic window turned oﬀ), the eﬀects of the nonlinear index of refraction ñ2
of air can be seen in Fig. 3.9(a) where self-phase modulation causes the broadening
towards the longer wavelength components, or is red-shifted. Furthermore, selffocusing also occurs due to ñ2 , which increases the pulse intensity and leads to earlier
plasma generation. As a result, the filament spectrum also experiences a stronger
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Figure 3.8: Variation of filament beam size along the propagation distance z for both
cases of vacuum and air preparation using 9-mJ pulses [36, 40].

blue-shift (increasing its intensity towards the shorter wavelength components) as
seen in Fig. 3.9(b). The overall spectral intensity is noticeably higher in Fig. 3.9(a)
for the filament that is prepared in vacuum because less energy is lost in the absence
of ñ2 and the concomitant plasma generation in vacuum.
After propagating to z = 82 cm, the redder components of the filament spectrum
have increased in both cases when the filament is prepared in air and in vacuum,
as seen in Fig. 3.10. However, the spectrum of the filament prepared in air remains
more blue-shifted than that of the filament prepared in vacuum.
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Filament spectrum taken at z = 12 cm
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Figure 3.9: Filament spectrum taken at z = 12 cm when launched in air and in
vacuum on a: (a) linear scale; and (b) logarithmic scale. (Adapated from [36].)
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Filament spectrum taken at z = 82 cm
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Figure 3.10: Filament spectrum taken at z = 82 cm when launched in air and in
vacuum on a: (a) linear scale; and (b) logarithmic scale. (Adapted from [36].)
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3.3.2

Ionization of Air by Optical Filaments

To explore the ionization and plasma dynamics in greater detail for both cases of
filaments prepared in air and in vacuum, the experimental apparatus, as sketched in
Fig. 3.11, was prepared. The electrode pair was made of copper and had a center bore
that allowed the filaments to pass through without ablating the copper electrodes.
An electric potential of 4 kV was applied across the two electrodes while the gap
between them was kept at d = 2 cm. The electrode pair was mounted on a rail,
and was scanned along the z propagation of the filament. Because of multiphoton
ionization, the optical filament generated an electric current i that flowed between
the pair of electrodes, and thus, completed the electrical circuit. This current induced
a voltage drop across the 22-Ω load resistor. A fast oscilloscope was then used to
measure the induced voltage generated by the ionization current in a filament. The
strength of the induced voltage was indicative of the degree of ionization occuring
within a filament – the higher the measured induced voltage was, the stronger the
ionization was, as more electrons were generated that contributed to the electrical
conductivity of the optical filament in air.

Figure 3.11: Experimental setup to measure the relative ionization by an optical
filament along its propagation path z. (Adapted from [40].)
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This setup was similar to the technique used by Tzortzakis et al. where the
electron density within a filament channel was estimated to be 3 x 1016 cm−3 [41]. In
our experiments, we were interested in the changes in the relative degree of ionization
along the filament channel to determine the dependence of the spectral broadening
on the plasma generated within the filament.
Fig. 3.12 shows the experimental results for the relative ionization in a filament
that was prepared in air and in vacuum. (We have published these results in [40].)
For both cases, the linear decrease in the induced voltage as the filament propagated
away shows that the pulse energy was depleted because of losses due to the ionization
of air molecules. Nonetheless, the magnitude of the slope of the induced voltage
versus distance z in the case of a filament prepared in air was almost 18% larger (or
steeper) than that of a filament prepared in vacuum. This seems to suggest that the
filament that was initially formed in air experienced a faster rate of energy loss due
to plasma generation compared to the filament that is formed in vacuum.
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Figure 3.12: Induced voltage as a measure of relative ionization by an optical filament
along its propagation path z, with the geometrical focus of the lens at z = 0 where it
is defined as at the exit of the aerodynamic window. (We have previously reported
this result in [40].)

To simply test whether more electrons were generated in the filament that was
prepared in air, we investigated the variation of the electrical breakdown threshold
of air along the filament propagation. The experimental setup was identical to that
shown in Fig. 3.11 except that the gap was reduced to d = 1 cm. The voltage
across the electrode pair was slowly increased until air breakdown was observed. For
Albuquerque, which is mile-high, we observed the electrical breakdown threshold to
be about 21 kV/cm in the laboratory. The electrical breakdown threshold induced
by the optical filament was then plotted versus propagation distance z from the
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aerodynamic window, as shown in Fig. 3.13. In the case of the optical filament
prepared in vacuum, a plateau was observed between z = 11.8 cm and z = 21.8 cm,
where the measured breakdown electric field was 13 kV/cm. Beyond z = 22 cm, the
breakdown electric field increased linearly at a rate of 0.233 kV/cm2 , which was a
smaller increase compared to 0.382 kV/cm2 for the filament prepared in air. Based
on these results, we can conclude that there were more electrons generated in the
filament that was initially prepared in vacuum to compensate for a stronger selffocusing stemming from a larger change in the refractive index (△n = ñ2 I) because
of the higher peak intensity that resulted from a smaller filament beam diameter, as
reported in [36].
Electrical breakdown of air due to linearly polarized filaments
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Figure 3.13: Variation in the breakdown voltage caused by an optical filament along
its propagation path z.
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3.3.3

Nitrogen Fluorescence

In addition to the ionization technique, nitrogen fluorescence has been used to characterize the length of an optical filament in air [42, 43]. The fluorescence of nitrogen
typically lies in the ultraviolet region, and comes mainly from the first negative band
+
2 +
system (B 2 Σ+
u → X Σg transition at λ = 391 nm) for N2 and the second positive

band system (C 3 Πu → B 3 Πg transition at λ = 337 nm) for N2 . In a filament, multiphoton ionization of nitrogen by an intense laser pulse gives rise to the creation
of a free electron and positive nitrogen ion N+
2 . This ion combines quickly with a
neutral molecule to produce N+
4 , which recombines with the free electron to generate
an excited N2 (C 3 Πu ) and a ground N2 . Subsequent relaxation of the excited N2 to
the ground state emits a photon at λ = 337 nm. The ionization, excitation and
relaxation pathway can be summarized below:
N2 + Khν → N2+ + e−

(3.2)

N2+ + N2 → N4+

(3.3)

N4+ + e− → N2 (C 3 Πu ) + N2 (B 3 Πg )

(3.4)

N2 (C 3 Πu ) → N2 (B 3 Πg )

(3.5)

where K is the number of photons required to ionize molecular nitrogen. (K = 10
because the ionization potential Ui = 15.58 eV for N2 .) Although both fluorescent
wavelengths (λ = 391 nm λ = 337 nm) can be used to trace out the ionization
channel of a filament, the second positive band system is typically used because it
has a longer lifetime [44].
The experimental setup to investigate the filament length based on the fluorescence of nitrogen is sketched in Fig. 3.14(a). One advantage of using nitrogen
fluorescence over the ionization technique is that a higher spatial resolution can be
achieved longitudinally. (This is because the electrical length of a filament was inte-
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grated over the gap of the electrodes for each voltage measurement.) The nitrogen
fluorescence was collected by an uncoated fused silica lens f = +5 cm guiding light
onto a photomultiplier tube (PMT) that had a spectral response in the UV region.
An interference filter (Edmund Optics NT62-130) centered at λ = 337 nm and bandwidth △λ = 10 nm was used to block out the laser light and any other emission
except at λ = 337 nm. The peak transmission of the interference filter was about
30%. A typical voltage trace from the PMT is shown in Fig. 3.14(b). We can see
that the full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of the voltage signal is less than 10
ns, which is limited by the bandwidth of the PMT.

(a) Experimental setup

(b) PMT trace

Figure 3.14: (a) Experimental setup to detect the nitrogen fluorescence from a filament; (b) PMT signal of the fluorescence on an oscilloscope.

By scanning the PMT along the propagation of the filament, we were able to
characterize the length of the filaments that were initially prepared in air or in
vacuum, as graphed in Fig. 3.15. We can see that the onset of filamentation was
shifted about 24 cm downstream from the geometric focus in the case of vacuum
preparation of the filament. For the case of ambient air, a slight increase in the
fluorescence signal at z = 10 cm may be explained by a refocusing event of a filament,
provided that the power exceeded the critical power, Pcr .
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Figure 3.15: Nitrogen fluorescence at λ = 377 nm by an optical filament along its
propagation path z with the geometrical focus is at z = 0 cm. (We have previously
reported this result in [40].)

3.4

Polarization Dependence

We have also applied the aerodynamic window to the formation of optical filaments
using circularly polarized femtosecond laser pulses. In the experiments described
above, the laser pulse was p-polarized. Two thin film polarizers (TFPs) with 200:1
polarization extinction ratio were used in series to achieve an extinction ratio greater
than 40000:1. In the following experiments, the thin film polarizers were replaced
with a quarter-wave plate (λ/4) to generate circularly polarized light.
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3.4.1

Ionization of Air

The experimental setup shown in Fig. 3.12 was used again to detect the relative
ionization along the propagation path of a filament. Fig. 3.16 compares the induced
voltages between a linearly polarized filament and a circularly polarized filament that
was prepared in air. Overall, the induced voltage for the circularly polarized filament
is smaller than that for the linearly polarized filament. Furthermore, its slope is also
steeper, which means that plasma generation ended at a faster rate for the circularly
polarized case.
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Figure 3.16: Relative ionization by an optical filament that is prepared in air for
linear and circular polarization along its propagation path z with the geometrical
focus of the lens at z = 0. (We have previously reported this result in [40].)

Fig. 3.17 shows the respective distance variation of the electrical breakdown volt-
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age in air, triggered by both linearly and circularly polarized filaments that were
launched in air. In the case of a circularly polarized filament in air, the breakdown
voltage threshold was higher than that for the linearly polarized filament over the
measured range of 10 cm ≤ z ≤ 20 cm. This is consistent with the observation of
the relative ionization results obtained in Fig. 3.16 where the induced voltages for
circular polarization were less than that for linear polarization. In addition to the
decreased ionization level for a circularly polarized filament in air, its plasma channel
terminated earlier, as evident in both Fig. 3.16 and Fig. 3.17.

Electrical breakdown of air due to filament prepared in air
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Figure 3.17: Laser-triggered breakdown voltage versus distance by linearly and circularly polarized filament prepared in air.

When a circularly polarized laser pulse was launched into vacuum to create a
filament, no induced voltage was detected across the load resistor.
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3.4.2

Nitrogen Fluorescence

We repeated the detection of nitrogen fluorescence at λ = 337 nm using a circularly
polarized filament for both cases of the filament being launched in air and also in
vacuum. The results are displayed in Fig. 3.18. Firstly, we can see that the maximum
fluorescence induced by the circularly polarized filament in air was smaller than that
for the linearly polarized filament. Secondly, for circular polarization, the refocusing
event took place sooner (at z = 6 cm) relative to the linear polarization refocusing
event (at z = 12 cm). This refocusing event (for circular polarization) also seems
weaker than that for the linear polarization.
For circularly polarized filaments that were launched in vacuum and onto the
aerodynamic window, no nitrogen fluorescence was detected. This confirmed the
earlier relative ionization measurement, where no induced voltages were detected for
the case of a circularly polarized filament that was initially prepared in vacuum.
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Figure 3.18: Nitrogen fluorescence from linearly and circularly polarized filaments
that were prepared in air along the propagation path z with the geometrical focus
of the lens at z = 0. (We have previously reported this result in [40].)

3.5

Discussion

To understand these experimental results for both linearly and circularly polarized
(3)

filaments, we must consider the tensor nature of the third-order susceptibility χijkl
that is responsible for the nonlinear index of refraction ñ2 . For an isotropic medium
like air, the third order nonlinear polarization can be written as [45]:
1
P(3) = ϵ0 A(E · E∗ ) + ϵ0 B(E · E)E∗
2
where A = 6χ1122 , B = 6χ1221 and E = 12 Ẽeiωt + c.c. is the electric field.
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Any transverse electric field E propagating in the z-direction can be decomposed
into a combination of two orthogonal components (for example, either into x̂ and
ŷ or into left- and right-hand circular polarization unit vectors σˆ+ and σˆ− ). The
circular polarization unit vectors are related to the Cartesian unit vectors through:
σˆ± =

x̂ ± iŷ
√
2

(3.7)

with the plus sign (+) corresponding to left-hand circular polarization and the minus
sign (–) to right-hand circular polarization. Because of the third-order polarization
in Eq. 3.6, the index of refraction in air can be expressed in terms of left- and rightcircular polarization terms as [45]:
(
)
1
n2± = n20 1 + 2 [A|E˜± |2 + (A + B)|E˜∓ |2
n0

(3.8)

which leads to
n± ≈ n0 +

1
[A|E˜± |2 + (A + B)|E˜∓ |2 .
2n0
{z
}
|

(3.9)

δn2

For circularly polarized light, the change in the refractive index due to the thirdorder susceptibility is
δn2,circ =

1
A|Ẽ|2
2n0

(3.10)

while for linearly polarized light, the refractive index change is given by:
δn2,lin =

1
1
(A + B)|Ẽ|2 .
2n0
2

(3.11)

Thus, the ratio between Eq. 3.11 to Eq. 3.10 is:
δn2,lin
B
=1+
.
δn2,circ
2A

(3.12)

For nonlinearities arising from molecular orientation, B/A = 6, while for nonresonant
electronic nonlinearties, B/A = 1. This means that ñ2,circ = 41 × ñ2,lin if the nonlinear
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susceptibility is only due to the orientation of the molecules in response to the electric
field of the laser pulse; or ñ2,circ =

2
3

× ñ2,lin when the electronic response of bound

electrons to the electric field is only considered. In the discussion to follow, we will
assume that the nonlinear refractive index for circular polarization is two thirds that
of the linear polarization. This means that the critical power for circular polarization
is 1.5 times larger than for linear polarization, Pcr,circ = 32 Pcr,lin .
In the experiments above, we observed a shift △z = 24 cm in the onset of filamentation based on the nitrogen fluorescence between linearly polarized filaments
prepared in air and in vacuum (Fig. 3.15). If we take this shift from the geometrical
focus as due to self-focusing alone, we can calculate the self-focusing distance zsf
based on:
1
fnew
1
zsf
⇒ zsf

1
flens zsf
1
1
1
1
=
−
= −
flens fnew
3 3 − 0.24
= 34.5 meters.

=

1

+

(3.13)

Using this value of zsf , we can proceed to calculating the critical power for linear
polarization Pcr,lin since we know the peak power of the laser pulse P = 9 mJ/250 fs
= 36 GW using:
zsf = {[
(

0.367ka2
}1/2
]2
)1/2
P
− 0.852 − 0.0219
Pcr,lin

(3.14)

from which we obtain Pcr,lin = 0.896 GW, which is closer to the calculated value of
the critical power defined by the wavefront curvature. Assuming that the critical
power for circular polarization is 1.5 times larger than that for linear polarization,
Pcr,circ = 1.5 x Pcr,lin , the self-focusing distance for circular polarization is zsf =
43.78 meters, and the shift in the onset for filamentation for a circularly polarized
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laser pulse in air is △z = 19.24 cm ≈ 19 cm, which is about 5 cm later compared
to the onset of filamentation for linearly polarized laser in air1 . This is consistent
with our observation in Fig. 3.18 where the peak of nitrogen fluorescence occurred
before the geometrical focus (z = 0 cm) for a circularly polarized filament prepared
in air although it is diﬃcult to assess how far it is from the peak of the nitrogen
fluorescence coming from a linearly polarized filament prepared in air because of its
overall reduced intensity with circular polarization.
Despite a stronger focus due to self-focusing in air, the optical filament beam
size increased at a larger rate when it was prepared in air instead of in vacuum
(Fig. 3.8). This is easily explained by the generation of a plasma that serves to
overcome the collapse of the beam due to self-focusing. Without this defocusing
eﬀect, the minimum filament spot size can be further reduced, as evident when the
the filament was prepared in vacuum. However, even when the filament was prepared
in vacuum, the minimum spot size was w0 = 200 µm, which was still larger than
the expected minimum spot size (w0 = 186 µm) for a Gaussian beam with w = 4
mm (at 1/e2 ), focused by an f = +3 m lens. This implies that plasma generation
played a role in balancing the self-focusing in the filament. It also appears that w0
= 200 µm may be the lower limit for the filament beam size formed with an f /375
lens in air – regardless of whether the filament is initially formed in air or in vacuum.
Any reduction in the beam size will lead to greater plasma generation that in turn,
will cause a stronger defocusing eﬀect, for which self-focusing may not be able to
compensate in order to have a self-sustaining filament.
In our experimental results, a higher ionization level was observed for linearly po1 △z

is defined as the diﬀerence in distance between the geometrical focus and the onset
of filamentation, which occurs before the geometrical focus. If △z is large, the filament
begins to form very much prior to the geometrical focus position. Thus, for △z = 19 cm,
the onset of filamentation is closer to the geometrical focus compared to the case for △z
= 24 cm. This means that the filamentation will occur at a later stage for a circularly
polarized filament.
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larized filaments, which were initially prepared in vacuum due to a more constrained
beam diameter. The Kerr self-focusing term ñ2 I was suﬃciently strong to overcome
the defocusing due to stronger plasma generation caused by the increase in peak
intensity, I. However, if this dynamic balance is oﬀset by a sudden increase in the
free electron density, the beam may still generate a laser spark in air, but it will
terminate shortly thereafter and diverge very quickly. This case is quite common
when a high power beam is focused strongly by a short focal length lens in air. In
our experiments where a circularly polarized intense laser beam was launched into
vacuum, we did not observe any ionization signal (in the form of an induced current
flowing across a pair of electrodes or nitrogen fluorescence) after the aerodynamic
window. We hypothesize that the minimum spot size was smaller than w0 = 200
µm because of the higher critical power for circular polarization2 . This would have
created a denser plasma at the interface of vacuum and ambient pressure, and would
have defocused the beam more strongly. The generation of this short but strong laser
plasma channel would not have provided self-focusing an opportunity to balance the
defocusing in a self-sustaining way. Consequently, the circularly polarized “filament”
terminated rather abruptly.
We can summarize the experimental results presented in this chapter as the following: Initial conditions are critical to the formation and sustainment of optical
filaments in air. The initial conditions can dictate the beam size of the filament,
peak intensity and plasma generation that all play a role in the dynamic balance
over long propagation distances. We have demonstrated the utility of an aerodynamic window to change the initial conditions in the formation of optical filaments.
2 Although

we had expected that circular polarization would have yielded a slightly
smaller beam diameter and thus, a stronger intensity and greater plasma generation, we
did not observe this to be the case for filaments that were prepared in air. This may be
due to the other nonlinear losses, such as multiphoton excitation of molecules, that are
also intensity-dependent – increasing losses at higher intensities, and reducing the overall
plasma generation.
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Gas Dynamics and the Interaction
of Repeated Optical Filaments in
Air
Although the potential of filaments has long been identified for remote sensing applications, either in light detection and ranging (LIDAR) [14] or in laser-induced
breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) [13, 46, 47], and weather applications, such as lasertriggered lightning [7, 16, 9, 48] and cloud seeding [49], much of their promise remains
unfulfilled because of intensity clamping that limits the amount of energy that can be
coupled into a single filament for long range propagation [1]. Consequently, a single
optical filament can only propagate up to a certain distance due to energy losses
through ionization and other nonlinear absorption processes. Increasing the pulse
energy will not extend the propagation distance of a single filament since a modulational instability will cause the beam to break up into multiple filaments [50] with
each individual filament experiencing intensity clamping. Diﬀerent techniques have
been employed to control the onset of multiple filaments by use of a telescope [51],
beam ellipticity [52, 53], chirp/dispersion management [54] and phase masks [55, 56].
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However, for an initial Gaussian laser beam, these techniques are not capable of extending the propagation of a single filament nor do they enhance the nonlinear eﬀects
in the filamentation process – they only influence the start of filamentation. In this
chapter, we will investigate and report how gas dynamcis can aﬀect the long range
propagation of optical filaments at high repetition rates. This aspect of filamentation
dynamics has been performed in my work at PM&AM Research, LLC and has not
been explored until now.

4.1

High Repetition Rate Femtosecond
Laser System

We used a custom-built two-tier femtosecond laser amplifier system for the experiments reported in this chapter. The overview of the entire laser system is illustrated
in the block diagram of Fig. 4.1. This laser system produces 9 W of average power
from the kilohertz tier, and over 10 TW of peak power from the 10 Hz tier.
At the very heart of the laser is the Kerr-lens mode-locked titanium:sapphire
oscillator which provides a 90-MHz pulse train with pulses less than 25 fs in duration.
The spectrum and the calculated transform-limited pulse duration from the oscillator
are shown in Fig. 4.2. A bandwidth of △λ ≥ 50 nm is needed to ensure that there
is suﬃcient bandwidth going into the stretcher, amplifier and compressor to produce
less than 30 fs pulses at the output.
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Figure 4.1: Block diagram showing the main sub-assemblies of a two-tier high average
power and high peak power femtosecond titanium:sapphire amplifier laser system.
(PM&AM Research, IR&D)
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Spectrum of the mode-locked oscillator output
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Figure 4.2: Output of the Kerr-lens mode-locked (KLM) titanium:sapphire oscillator
(a) Pulse spectrum; (b) Calculated pulse duration. (PM&AM Research, IR&D)

As with all chirped-pulse amplifier systems, the output of the oscillator is sent to
the pulse stretcher via an optical isolator to prevent any feedback into the oscillator.
The pulse stretcher increases the pulse duration from sub-25 fs to 150-200 ps by
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positively chirping the pulse. Stretching the pulse reduces the pulse intensity, and
thus prevents any damage to the optics during the amplification of the pulse. Coming
out of the pulse stretcher, the pulse goes into the first pulse picker that consists of
a Pockels cell placed between a pair of calcite polarizers. The function of the pulse
picker is to select a kilohertz pulse train (nominally at 3 kHz) from the 90-MHz pulse
train for amplification. After the pulse picker, the pulse has a vertical (s) polarization
going into the multipass amplifier.
In the multipass amplifier, the crystal is pumped by a second harmonic Nd:YLF
laser at λ = 527 nm. The pump laser pulse is also s-polarized in the amplifier stage.
The Ti:S crystal is cooled to a cryogenic temperature of at least –232 ◦ C, allowing the
operation of the laser at diﬀerent repetition rates without worrying about thermal
lensing in the crystal. After passing through the Brewster-cut titanium:sapphire
crystal (Ti:S) 14 times, the pulse emerges from the amplifier with 15 W of average
power, or nominally 5 mJ at 3-kHz repetition rate.
This pulse then goes through a second pulse picker, as schematically depicted
in Fig. 4.3, which then picks 10-Hz pulses from the kilohertz pulse train for further
amplification in the 10-Hz tier. In the normal operation of the second pulse picker,
the s-polarized pulses from the amplifier are rotated to p-polarization by the halfwave plate (HWP). A half-wave voltage pulse is applied to the Pockels cell (PC) at
10 Hz to rotate the p-polarized pulses back into s-polarization. These 10 Hz pulses
are reflected oﬀ the thin film polarizer (TFP) into the 10-Hz tier. The rest of the
pulses remain in p-polarization and are transmitted through the TFP into the pulse
compressor. If the Pockels cell is turned oﬀ, all the kilohertz pulses are directed into
the pulse compressor, which then compresses the stretched pulses back to sub-30
fs pulses. The output pulse duration is measured using a commercial frequencyresolved optical gating (FROG) instrument. A typical pulse measurement is shown
in Fig. 4.4 where τ = 23.5 fs. The output beam diameter from the kilohertz tier D =
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6 mm (at 1/e2 ) and the maximum pulse energy is 3 mJ at a repetition rate of 3 kHz.

Figure 4.3: Second pulse picker to select 10 Hz pulses for further amplification in the
terawatt amplifier stage. (PM&AM Research, IR&D)

Figure 4.4: Measurement of the pulse duration at the output of the kilohertz tier.
(PM&AM Research, IR&D)

In the 10-Hz tier, the nominally 5-mJ uncompressed seed pulse from the kHz
tier is sent to a 5-pass amplifier to increase the pulse energy to about 60-80 mJ. A
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vacuum spatial filter is used to clean the beam profile before the pulse is further
amplified in a 4-pass amplifier crystal, boosting its energy to 300 mJ. The pulse
is then compressed back down to a transform-limited pulse of less than 30 fs in the
vacuum pulse compressor, with an output pulse energy of up to 250 mJ. For a typical
pulse duration of τ ≤ 25 fs, the peak power is 10 TW. The output beam diameter
from the 10-Hz stage is D = 35 mm (at 1/e2 ).

4.2

Observation of Filament Characteristics
at High Repetition Rates

In this section, we only used the kilohertz tier of the femtosecond laser amplifier
system. The half-wave plate in the second pulse picker was rotated so that the spolarization from the output of the 14-pass amplifier was maintained, and the pulse
was transmitted through the half-wave plate. The Pockels cell was triggered at 1-3
kHz, instead of at 10 Hz, converting the s-polarization back into p-polarization before
the pulse compressor. Using this pulse picking scheme, we were able to obtain the
diﬀerent sub-harmonics of the kilohertz pulse train with a high pulse contrast ratio
between amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) and the seed pulse. For example, the
amplifier could still be pumped at 3 kHz while the Pockels cell in the second pulse
picker was triggered to allow every other pulse (or every third pulse) to pass through
the thin film polarizer, yielding a 1.5-kHz (or 1-kHz) pulse train that came out of the
pulse compressor. We also measured the output power from the kHz tier, and found
that the power changed according to the sub-harmonic of the nominal repetition
rate of the laser amplifier system. This ensured that that no thermal lensing occured
when the repetition rate of the laser was changed using the second pulse picker.
We want to point out that our method to change the repetition rate of the fil-
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amenting laser system diﬀers from the conventional technique of using an optical
chopper. In a separate laser system that has a regenerative amplifier, we have observed thermal lensing aﬀecting not only the pulse energy, but also the pulse contrast
when the Pockels cells were triggered to switch the pulses in and out at diﬀerent repetition rates. As such, optical choppers may be an economically viable solution,
short of installing another pulse picker after the regenerative amplifier in order to
change the repetition rate without thermal lensing issues. Commercially available
optical choppers are currently capable of changing the repetition rate up to 1 kHz
for a beam size of up to 13 mm. To control the repetition rate up to 3 kHz, the laser
beam size must be smaller than 4 mm, which would restrict the placement of the
optical chopper closer to the point of formation of the filament. This is not desirable
since the rotation of the optical chopper wheel may introduce air turbulence that may
aﬀect the wavefront of the laser pulse undergoing filamentation in air, especially at
high repetition rates. On the other hand, our pulse picking scheme, consisting of
a half-wave plate, a Pockels cell and a polarizing beam splitter, is commonly used
to increase the contrast ratio of the amplified pulse and to reduce the ASE for the
amplification of high pulse energies (3-20 mJ) at high repetition rates (1-20 kHz).
Changing the repetition rate does not aﬀect the output pulse energy or the pulse
duration, further indicating that thermal lensing is not an issue. Thus, the pulses
that emerge after the additional Pockels cell from the cryogenically cooled multipass
amplifier are very clean and have high contrast ratio. Selecting the pulse at the
diﬀerent sub-harmonics, using this Pockels cell, provides an accurate method to vary
the repetition rates over 1 kHz for typical beam sizes of 5 mm or greater, without
inducing any turbulent air flow in the laser beam path.
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4.2.1

Displacement of Plasma Channel in a Filament

In the first set of experiments, we simply captured the air fluorescence that was
emitted by the optical filaments generated by the kilohertz stage. The output beam
from the laser was focused down by an f /167 lens, and a digital camera was used to
image the plasma channel. The exposure time of the digital camera was adjusted to
consistently integrate 3000 filaments in a single image frame as the repetition rate
of the laser was changed. The results are shown in the series of images in Fig. 4.5.
As can be seen in Fig. 4.5, the filament spanned from the 25-cm mark to the 62-cm
mark at 1.5 kHz repetition rate. In these compiled images, the most visible part,
corresponding to the highest degree of ionization in air, was generally displaced
downstream (i.e. to the right), farther away from the lens, at higher repetition
rates. Also, the length of the filament’s brightest portion also appeared to generally
increase with the repetition rate as it propagated down a spatially modulated density
distribution.
For further characterization, we collected the emission spectrum of the filament
from the side. The spectrum is shown in Fig. 4.6. The side emission of the filament
exhibits strong ultraviolet lines (300 nm ≤ λ ≤ 400 nm). These emission bands
have been identified as coming from the the second positive band system for N2
(C 3 Πu → B 3 Πg ) [57].

4.2.2

Relative Conductivity Measurements

The combined results shown in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 imply that the ionization of air in
a filament can be aﬀected by a change in the repetition rate of the laser. To further
validate and quantify this eﬀect, we proceeded to carry out the relative ionization
experiment to probe the change in ionization along the propagation of the filament in
air. We employed a 2-kHz train of 25-fs, 2.5-mJ pulses with a beam size (diameter)
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Figure 4.5: Images showing the length and position of a filament’s region of brightest
ionization at diﬀerent repetition rates using a digital camera. The laser propagated
from left to right starting at the 24.5-cm mark on the left to the 65-cm mark on the
right. (PM&AM Research, IR&D)

of 6 mm (at 1/e2 ). This resulted in a peak power of roughly 100 GW, exceeding
the critical power of 3.2 GW for self-focusing in air at λ = 800 nm. An adjustable
telescope was used to generate optical filaments within the space constraints of our
laboratory. To locate the geometrical focus of the telescope, the output pulse energy
was reduced so that the laser power was much less than the critical power. The
geometrical focus of the telescope was then determined to be at z = 3.8 m after the
second lens where the focus was the sharpest. The telescope had an f -number of
f /633. The pulse energy was then increased to 2.5 mJ. To optimize the chirp of
the laser pulse emerging from the amplifier system, the grating compressor in the
kilohertz stage was adjusted for the maximum plasma fluorescence at 2 kHz. The
optimized pulse chirp also corresponded to the strongest white light generation in
the forward direction. The entire experimental setup is schematically depicted in
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Side emission of an optical filament in air
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Figure 4.6: Spectral emission collected from the side of a filament using a fiber
spectrometer. (PM&AM Research, IR&D)

Fig. 4.7.
The ionization along a filament was characterized using a pair of electrodes with
a center bore that scanned along the filament, similar to the electrical ionization
setup at UNM. The 1-cm spacing between the electrodes was kept constant. The
sudden appearance of an ionized column of air between the electrodes induced a
voltage across the 10-Ω resistor, which was then measured by a Tektronix digital
oscilloscope DPO7254 (bandwidth: 2.5 GHz, sampling rate: 40 GS/s). The filament
was centered at the bore of the electrodes to ensure that the laser pulse did not
impinge on either electrode as they were scanned along the filament path. A typical
voltage trace for a 2-kV bias is shown in Fig. 4.8; no further signal was observed
beyond 80 ns. The observed peak voltage served as a measure of the degree of
ionization in the 1-cm portion of filament between the electrodes. By scanning the
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Figure 4.7: Experimental setup to measure the relative degree of ionization along
the propagation path z of an optical filament in air. (PM&AM Research, IR&D)

electrode pair along the propagation path of the filament, a longitudinal distribution
of the degree of ionization was obtained.

This longitudinal distribution is shown in Fig. 4.9 for five diﬀerent repetition
rates. We see that even at low repetition rates, the 2.5-mJ pulse produced ionization
before the geometrical focus of the telescope (z= 3.80 m and f /633) due to nonlinear
self-focusing of the laser pulse. An electrical signal was observed between 3.65 m
≤ z ≤ 3.90 m, i.e. the electrical length of the filament is about l = 25 cm. At
1 kHz, the electrical length of the filament extended from z = 3.65 m to z = 4.25 m,
while at 2 kHz, it extended beyond 4.25 m. The latter value could not be determined
due to the physical constraints of our laboratory. At higher repetition rates, the peak
voltage measurement increased and its position was shifted downstream, i.e. farther
away from the telescope and the laser.
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Figure 4.8: Typical waveform of the induced voltage across the 10-Ω resistive load.
(PM&AM Research, IR&D)

4.2.3

Enhancement of Supercontinuum

To characterize the dependence of spectral broadening of optical filaments on the
laser repetition rate, the same telescope setup (f /633) was used. To quantitatively
measure the spectrum from a filament, a diﬀuse reflector was placed roughly at a
distance of z = 4.75 meters from the f2 lens of the telescope and at 45 ◦ with respect to
the incident laser beam/filament to avoid any potential laser damage. The spectrum
of the supercontinuum was collected from the reflective diﬀuser by an Ocean Optics
HR2000+ fiber spectrometer with a wavelength range of 200–1100 nm and resolution
of roughly 1 nm. The tip of the collecting fiber was located roughly 50 mm away
from the diﬀuser. We adjusted the integration time of the spectrometer based on the
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Figure 4.9: Longitudinal characterization of the degree of ionization along a filament,
obtained with an adjustable telescope in air at various repetition rates. (PM&AM
Research, IR&D)

repetition rate of the output laser pulses to ensure that the same number of pulses
was integrated by the spectrometer. For these experiments, each spectrum recorded
10 shots at the diﬀerent repetition rates. A 1-meter long PVC tube with an inner
diameter of 76.2 mm was erected around the focus of the laser to shield the extended
ionized path from any air currents.
The inset of Fig. 4.10 shows the spectrally broadened light exiting the ionized
region and projected onto a white screen, as seen by the naked eye. The images were
captured by a complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor(CMOS) camera that had
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a logarithmic response to mimic the response of the human eye. Subsequent spectral
measurements confirmed that the bright spot appearing at the center of the laser
beam at 1 kHz and 2 kHz repetition rates was not due to saturation of the camera,
but due to white light generation associated with filamentation.

Figure 4.10: Image of the original laser beam (before filamentation), and also after
filamentation at 100 Hz, 1 kHz and 2 kHz repetition rates (as seen on the diﬀuser
by the naked eye). (PM&AM Research, IR&D)

We see in Fig. 4.11 that at a low repetition rate of 10 Hz, there was little spectral
broadening in the red and blue wavelength components. This is consistent with the
experimental observations of the filamentation process in air at 10 Hz, reported in
the previous chapter. By increasing the repetition rate of the laser, the broadening
of the spectrum increased. The blue end of the spectrum shifted from 700 nm at
500 Hz to 550 nm at 1 kHz; and to almost 400 nm at 2 kHz, while the red end of
the spectrum increased from 860 nm at 500 Hz to beyond 900 nm at 2 kHz. This
super spectral broadening occurred when the repetition rate of the filamenting laser
increased past a threshold between 100 Hz and 1 kHz, causing the short-wavelength
side of the continuum to extend further than the long-wavelength side. This produced
the white light continuum seen in a filament.
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Figure 4.11: Super spectral broadening by a filament at high repetition rates, showing
spectral intensity as a function of laser repetition rate on a: (a) logarithmic scale,
and (b) linear scale. (PM&AM Research, IR&D)
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4.3

Understanding Gas Dynamic Interaction
of Filaments through Shadowgraphy

The results in the previous sections demonstrate the existence of a threshold in the
laser repetition rate, above which can significantly enhance the characteristics of an
optical filament in air. In our experiments, this threshold appears to be at or below
1 kHz, suggesting a strong interaction lasting ≥ 1 ms. Based on the extensive work
of PM&AM Research, LLC in this area [58, 59, 60], the eﬀect was presumed to be
due to the gas dynamics that follows from the energy deposited in the air by the
optical filament. To investigate any events or processes that may have a lifetime or
interaction time of up to 1 ms for the enhancement of the optical filaments beyond
a 1 kHz repetition rate, we performed a shadowgraphy experiment that utilized the
output beam from the 10-Hz tier. The 10-Hz output beam has a diameter D =
35 mm, and the pulse energy was kept at 140 mJ. This beam was then focused
at f /15 (using a f = +500-mm lens) to create a laser plasma in air. A probe
beam to image the laser plasma in this shadowgraphy experiment was taken from a
frequency-doubled Q-switched Nd:YAG laser. The pulse energy of the probe beam
was just a few millijoules, and the duration of the pulse was 8 ns. We expanded
the probe beam to 200 mm diameter and sent it perpendicular to the femtosecond
laser plasma. The shadowgraph image was projected onto a screen and captured
by a charged-coupled device (CCD) camera, as illustrated in Fig. 4.12. A delay
generator, controlling both lasers, allowed us to vary the temporal overlap between
the probe beam and the femtosecond laser beam in order to visualize the cylindrical
shock wave expansion and gas dynamics resulting from the impulsive heating of the
air by the laser plasma. The timing jitter between the femtosecond pump laser and
the nanosecond probe laser was less than 10 ns.
Fig. 4.13 shows the temporal evolution of the gas dynamics resulting from the
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Figure 4.12: Schematic of experimental setup to perform shadowgraphy on laser
plasma in air. (PM&AM Research, IR&D)

energy deposited into the air by the laser plasma. As can be seen in Fig. 4.13(a),
the supersonic (blast) wave may form over the first few hundred nanoseconds as the
initial energy imparted to the charged particles in air by ionization relaxes to the
neutral gas particles. As shown in Fig. 4.13, air is pushed outwards by this blast
wave, and the final diameter of the low-density tube is established by t = 5 µs. After
this point, the low-density tube stops expanding, and the supersonic wave relaxes
to a sonic wave. The propagation of this sonic wave away from the stationary lowdensity tube is clearly seen in the 10-µs, 20-µs and 50-µs time frames in Fig. 4.13(a),
leaving behind the stationary “tube” containing low-density but high-temperature
gas that is equilibrated to ambient pressure.
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(a) Early times: 50 ns to 100 µs

(b) Later times: 150 µs to 10 ms

Figure 4.13: Time evolution of the cylindrical shock wave and gas dynamics, resulting
from the energy deposited into the air by the laser plasma: (a) 50 ns to 100 µs, and
(b) 150 µs to 10 ms; laser propagates from right to left. (PM&AM Research, IR&D)
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The buoyancy-induced instabilities and thermal diﬀusion, which govern the ensuing homogenization of the low-density tube, are suﬃciently slow; and the air disturbance can persist for several milliseconds. This is true even in the presence of
turbulence that may assist in the dissipation of the low-density tube [61]. As can be
seen in Fig. 4.13(b), after a very long time, relative to its formation, the low-density
tube starts to consolidate more markedly into a ring-formation after 2 ms and almost vanishes into the persisting buoyancy-stretched ring structure after 10 ms. This
may be attributed to diﬀerent competing gas-dynamic instabilities in the heated air
[62]. The gas dynamics for single 2.5-mJ femtosecond laser pulses are anticipated
√
to be very similar – opening a tube roughly 7.5 times (= 140 mJ/2.5 mJ) smaller
in diameter. The 140-mJ pulse was imaged in order to more clearly visualize the
governing gas dynamics upon ionization by the femtosecond laser pulse.

In a subsequent experiment, we clearly saw the buoyancy-stretched ring structure
using 1 mJ 40-fs pulses at 5 kHz repetition rate. This is shown in Fig 4.14. This
buoyancy-induced ring structure is perpendicular to the propagation of the laser
plasma and is consistent with the shadowgraph images obtained for the 140-mJ 10Hz case.

Figure 4.14: Digital photograph of laser plasma in air generated using a 40 fs 1 mJ
laser pulse at 5 kHz repetition rate focused by a f = 30 cm lens. The laser propagated
from left to right. (PM&AM Research, IR&D)
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4.4

Discussion

Although optical filaments can be formed with short intense laser pulses through
a dynamic balance of various competing forces (such as Kerr self-focusing, plasma
defocusing, linear diﬀraction and other nonlinear losses), their propagation and interaction with air can be significantly enhanced by the preceding pulse(s), if the air
medium has not had suﬃcient time to relax to initial/ambient conditions. We have
shown in this chapter that at low repetition rates (below 100 Hz), the conventional
undestanding of filament dynamics in air prevails: Above the critical power, the intense laser pulse undergoes self-focusing and generates a plasma trail in air, which
in turn, tends to defocus the beam to prevent its collapse to a singularity. Spectral broadening due to both self-phase modulation and plasma generation occurs and
serves to extend the bandwidth of the filamenting laser pulse in both directions (i.e.,
towards both longer and shorter wavelengths). The experiments detailed in this
chapter show that these traits of optical filaments (filament length, plasma density
and supercontinuum) can be further enhanced at high repetition rates (especially so
≥ 1 kHz) in ambient air.
While this may be rather surprising since it has gone unnoticed for so long until now, one can easily explain this phenomenon as a result of the relatively slow
thermal response of air after a sudden deposition of the laser pulse energy. This
energy deposition can take the form of an eﬀectively instantaneous ionization of air
(through multiphoton ionization) and excitation of air molecules that may lead to
ion formation and non-radiative recombination that will eventually cause the heating
of air.
Based on earlier work [58, 59, 63, 64], one possible mechanism for the generation
of a long-lived low density region of air is by the impulsive heating of a thin line of air
by a laser plasma that leads to the formation of a cylindrical shock wave propagating
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faster than the speed of sound. This blast wave (a shock wave traveling faster than
the speed of sound) pushes the gas cylindrically outwards at supersonic speed, away
from the laser-induced plasma, leaving behind a region (or “tube”) of low-density.
As the tube opens, the temperature in this low-density region is expected to increase
to maintain the same pressure inside the tube as the ambient pressure outside the
tube. As the shock wave opens the tube radially, its growth rate begins to slow down,
relaxing to a sonic wave. At the same time, the region of low density equilibrates
to ambient pressure. At this point, the outward flow of gas will reverse slightly in
direction, and a terminal radius r of the low density tube will be established. The
final equilibrium radius is approximated by the empirical relationship [58, 59]:
E = 5.34p0 r2

(4.1)

where E is the energy deposited per unit length and p0 is the ambient pressure
of the gas (or air in our case). The sonic wave continues to propagate radially
outward without further eﬀect on the gas, and delivers the “snap” that one hears
from the optical breakdown of air3 . However, more experimental work will be needed,
especially in temperature and pressure measurements, to ascertain the notion that
the supersonic cylindrical wave is responsible for the creation of the low-density tube
through the impulsive heating of air by the femtosecond laser plasma, before it decays
to a sonic wave.
In our shadowgraphy experiments, the radius and length of the low density tube
are measured to be 1.8 mm and 30 mm, respectively. According to Eq. 4.1, the
energy deposited in this low density tube is 53 mJ, which is consistent with the loss
in laser pulse energy after the formation of plasma in our experiments. Based on our
observation, this low density tube retains its structure up to 63.5 µs before thermal
diﬀusion and instabilities begin to occur, as clearly seen in Fig. 4.13. (The average
3 This

phenomenon can also be observed in nature in lightning strikes that generate
thunder, and also supersonic vehicles that generate sonic booms.
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propagation speed of the shock wave from t = 5 µs to t = 70 µs is v̄ = 378 ± 8 m/s.
This corresponds to a Mach number of 1.08 for ambient conditions in our laboratory.) However, the persistence of an irregularly shaped low-density tube lasts over
1 millisecond, and it is this long-lived low-density column that is responsible for the
enhancement of the optical filament at high repetition rates. Because of it, the succeeding laser pulse encounters a column of air that is less dense, due to the ionization
and heating by the prior pulse. Consequently, the succeeding pulse will experience
less loss (both due to multiphoton ionization and excitation) and will propagate further down along the propagation path, extending the overall ionization channel. It
is well within reason to expect that the generated plasma density will increase along
the filament channel at high repetition rate since the ionization level of air by a single
filament is much less than 1%. This increase in plasma density and the length of the
filament at high repetition rates may generate a much broader spectral broadening,
as observed in our experiments here. Furthermore, this super spectral broadening
may also be attributed to self-phase modulation, which would have a stronger eﬀect
overall, given the longer dynamic interaction length of a filament at high repetition
rates.
To conclude this chapter, we have shown that at repetition rates above a given
threshold (for the conditions reported here, this threshold is between 100 Hz and
1 kHz), spectral broadening increases significantly, when measured after exiting the
ionized portion of the filament. Combined with shadowgraphy and electrical measurements, we deduce that the super spectral broadening of a filament at high repetition rates, as well as the ability to control it, can be attributed to the persistence of
the low atmospheric density region created by prior pulses. The peak and onset of the
main ionization segment are displaced downstream, the length of the ionized path
is increased, and the longer dynamic interaction length and modified atmosphere
created by the preceding pulses result in super spectral broadening.
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5.1

Concluding Remarks

The experimental work presented in this dissertation demonstrates that air plays an
important role in the formation and propagation of optical filaments. By controlling
the initial conditions of the formation of a filament, as was achieved with an aerodynamic window, the characteristics of a filament (such as electron density, beam
size, spectral broadening) can change because of the dynamic balancing of various
competing forces. For example, a higher plasma density may result within an optical
filament if the initial beam’s self-focusing is further aided by the geometrical focusing of a plano-convex lens. But if the density of the generated plasma is too high,
resulting in a much stronger defocusing of the beam, the filament ceases to exist beyond the laser spark (the region of optical breakdown containing the plasma). Based
on this observation, we can define an optical filament as a channel where the selfactions of the laser pulse (such as self-focusing, plasma defocusing, nonlinear losses,
self-phase modulation) dynamically balance each other to overcome linear diﬀraction
as a means to achieve a stable propagation over long distances.
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Prior to this work, there has not been any publication that tied the observation of
optical filamentation with the repetition rate of the laser. We were the first to report
that optical filaments can be enhanced at repetition rates above 1 kHz [65]. When
generating femtosecond laser filaments and plasma channels in air above a threshold
repetition rate, the low-density tube generated in air does not have time to suﬃciently
relax back to uniform ambient atmosphere during the time between two consecutive
pulses. Consequently, the propagation dynamics of the laser pulse can be aﬀected by
the modified atmospheric density-distribution left behind by the preceding pulse(s).
For the laser pulse parameters, focusing geometries and atmospheric conditions used
in our repetition-rate dependence investigations, the strong filament control and
enhancement eﬀects began to be most apparent for pulse separations of ≈ 1 ms or
shorter, resulting in stronger repetition-rate dependence beginning at repetition rates
greater than 1 kHz.
Based on our presentation of the repetition rate dependence of filaments at the
4th International Symposium on Filamentation (COFIL2012) in Tucson [65], Howard
Milchberg’s group at the University of Maryland has gone on to publish independent
results verifying the thermal eﬀects on the formation of filaments in diﬀerent gases
[66]. Using an interferometry technique, they have shown that changes as small as
δn = 10−5 – 10−4 in the refractive index of air due to energy deposition can have
a significant eﬀect on the propagation dynamics of the subsequent filamenting laser
pulses.
The thermal guiding of optical filaments in air, resulting from the gas-dynamic
interactions with preceding pulses, is yet another example of how critical the initial
conditions are to the formation of filaments in air. Given this newly discovered regime
of filamentation, it is important that the repetition rate of the filamenting laser be
considered, especially when computational modeling eﬀorts are taken to support
experimental observation and results. The omission of the seemingly unimportant
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parameter – the laser repetition rate – has resulted in some “colorful” discussion on
the origins of the spectral broadening [67, 11, 68, 69, 70, 71] and the existence of
higher order nonlinear terms [31, 32]. In a fairly recent paper, optical rogue waves
have been observed in the filamentation of short pulses in both still and turbulent air
[71]. It remains to be investigated whether optical filaments displaying rogue-wave
statistics is a direct consequence of evolution and persistence of the low-density tube.

5.2

Future Work

5.2.1

Thermal Contribution to the Nonlinear Index of Refraction

Until now, existing models for the propagation and formation of filaments have neglected the changes in the column of air left by the preceding laser pulse. Most,
if not all, models account for the propagation of a single pulse propagating in a
Kerr medium. This may not necessarily be the case for experiments performed with
filaments, even at 100 Hz repetition rate. Following the analysis of thermal optical nonlinearity in [45], thermal eﬀects can be included in the index of refraction
according to:
nth = n0 +

( dn )
dT

Tl

(5.1)

where (dn/dT ) is the index of refraction temperature dependence of a given material
(and it can either be positive or negative), and Tl is the laser-induced temperature
change. Tl is assumed to obey the heat transport equation given by:
(ρ0 Ch )

∂Tl
− κ∇2 Tl = αI(r).
∂t

(5.2)

Here ρ0 Ch is the heat capacity per unit volume in J/cm3 -K, κ is the thermal conductivity in W/m-K and α is the linear absorption coeﬃcient of the material in m−1 .
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Assume that the temperature has a 1/r2 -dependence. Eq. 5.2 can be approximated
by:
(ρ0 Ch )
where

∂Tl
∂t

Tl κTl
− 2 = αI(r)
τ
r

→

Tl
τ

and ∇2 Tl →

(5.3)
Tl
r2

with τ being the response time of the medium. In

the case of energy deposition through ionization of air by an intense laser pulse, we
can estimate the response or relaxation time τ of air. Here, the right hand side of
Eq. 5.3 is set to zero since we are specifically considering the relaxation of heated air
to ambient conditions. We arrive at an estimate of the response time τ :
τ=

ρ0 C h r 2
.
κ

(5.4)

Taking the heat capacity of air to be (ρ0 Ch ) = 1.168 x 10−3 J/cm3 -K at temperature
T = 300 K and 1 atm [72], κ = 26 × 10−3 W/m-K [45] and a filament radius w =
r = 500 µm, the relaxation time is calculated to be τ = 11.2 ms. This means that
thermal nonlinearity of air has to be taken into consideration for repetition rates
at 100 Hz and above. For our experiments, the threshold for the enhancement of
optical filaments in our experiments seem to be at 1 kHz, with a relaxation time of
τ = 1 ms. This would correspond to a filament beam diameter w ≈ 300 µm, which
is consistent with the measured beam size of the optical filament w = 250 µm at
full-width at half maximum (FWHM), as shown in Fig. 5.1.
Based on these results, the size of an optical filament, which ultimately determines
the relaxation time τ of air, depends on the initial conditions or the preparation of
the filamenting laser pulse. These include external focusing (loose focusing vs. freely
propagating filamenting beams) and the polarization of the laser pulse (where the
critical power is 50 % higher for circular polarization compared to linear polarization).
The energy deposited in a filament through ionization is given by:
E = 5.34p0 r2

(5.5)
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Figure 5.1: Measurement of filament diameter using a beam profiler: w = 250 µm
(full width at half-maximum). (PM&AM Research, IR&D)

where E is the energy deposited per unit length and p0 is the ambient pressure. The
higher the energy that is deposited, the larger the radius of the low density tube
will be. And this means that it will take a longer time for the air to relax to ambient conditions. If the subsequent laser pulse arrives before the air has relaxed to
initial conditions, this next pulse will see a modified column of air, which may enhance filamentation eﬀects, resulting in super spectral broadening and higher plasma
density.

The experimental results presented here, hopefully, will serve as a motivation for
a more comprehensive modeling of the propagation of optical filaments under actual
atmospheric conditions. How the thermal response aﬀects the nonlinear index of
refraction must be taken into account for repetition rates faster than the relaxation
of air. Whether these thermal nonlinear eﬀects at high repetition rate also aﬀect
the linear diﬀraction in modeling the propagation of filaments in air will be left for
future work.
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5.2.2

The Path to More Powerful Filaments for Long Range
Propagation

From Eq. 5.2, we can expect that the absorption coeﬃcient α will play an important
role in maintaining the low density tube initially created by the preceding filamenting
laser pulses. Naturally, the absorption coeﬃcient α depends on the temperature and
pressure of the air medium. For low temperatures (below 2000 K), the Herzberg
(from 240–260 nm) and Schumann-Runge bands (from 176–192.6 nm) for oxygen
are the dominant absorption bands in air [73], as can been in Fig. 5.2(a). It is
worth pointing out even there may be suﬃcient absorption taking place in the blue
and violet region (λ ≤ 472 nm or photon energy greater than 2.625 eV) of the
electromagnetic spectrum although its value may be a couple orders of magnitude
smaller than the absoprtion values in the ultraviolet and extreme ultraviolet region,
as seen in Fig. 5.2(b).
To generate stronger and longer optical filaments for remote sensing and directed
energy applications, it is conceivable to combine the intense high repetition rate
femtosecond laser with a continuous wave (cw) laser having the right wavelength,
corresponding to the maximum absorption coeﬃcient in air. Although there is no UV
laser powerful enough to generate at least a watt of power to not only maintain the
low density tube created in the wake of a filamenting laser pulse but also to enhance
the filament formation of subsequent pulses, it is possible to combine the output
of a few blue or violet lasers to achieve comparable absorption levels, described by
the term αI in Eq. 5.2. There are now commercially available diode lasers capable
of providing 1–5 W of cw power at λ = 405 nm and λ = 445 nm. Nevertheless,
more experiments will be needed to accurately measure the absorption coeﬃcients
at temperatures and air densities comparable to the low density tube generated
by femtosecond laser pulses. There is a dearth of experimental data for the linear
absorption coeﬀficient of air in this wavelength range.
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(a) T = 2000 K and P = 1 atm

(b) T = 6000 K and P = 1 atm

Figure 5.2: Computed linear absorption coeﬃcient of air at (a) T = 2000 K and P
= 1 atm; and (b) T = 6000 K and P = 1 atm [73].
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Another set of experiments to consider, in light of the repetition rate eﬀects
on the enhancement of optical filaments, is the lifetime of various ions and excited
molecules and atoms generated by the multiphoton ionization of intense laser pulses
in air. Based on electron beam radiolysis of air mixtures, ozone is the longest lived
by-product radiolytic product, and has a lifetime of over 100 ms, as seen in Fig. 5.3(a)
[74]. Although the initial formation of ozone from the ionization of oxygen by a femtosecond laser plasma may diﬀer from that by electron pulse radiolysis, the build
up of ozone in air is significant when using a kilohertz repetition femtosecond laser
system. This is evident from the smell of ozone in the vicinity of the kilohertz laser
plasma. In order to eﬀectively maintain the low density tube for the enhancement of
optical filaments over long distances at kilohertz repetition rates, more experimental work is needed to characterize the absorption coeﬃcient of ozone so that a cw
laser with the suitable wavelength can be used in conjunction with the femtosecond
filamenting laser system. It is also worth pointing out that the excited molecular
+
+
oxygen O2 (1 △g ) also has a lifetime longer than 1 ms, as do O−
3 , O5 and O4 , as

shown in Fig. 5.3(b). Thus, to enhance optical filamentation over long distances, the
wavelength of the secondary cw laser beam has to match the optimum absorption
band of the air molecules and their multiphoton ionization by-products, and also to
generate ions and excited molecules that will live long enough between successive
femtosecond laser pulses.
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(a) Time-dependent formation of ozone

(b) Time-dependent formation of oxygen radiolytes

Figure 5.3: Time-dependent concentration of oxygen from electron pulse radiolysis
at 760 Torr and T = 293 K. [74].
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Our approach using a secondary cw laser to enhance femtosecond filaments for
remote sensing and long range propagation of powerful laser pulses is significantly
diﬀerent from a recently proposed approach by the group at the University of Maryland [75] where an array of femtosecond optical filaments are used to guide powerful
nanosecond laser beam. By exploiting the small changes in the index of refraction caused by optical filaments surrouding the nanosecond beam, this high power
nanosecond beam may propagate over longer distances without suﬀering from thermal blooming or linear diﬀraction. Their approach of guiding a nanosecond beam by
an array of filaments in air is not dissimilar to the concept of waveguiding in optical
fibers (where light is confined to the fiber by total internal reflection) or channeling
microwaves in a cylindrical array of filaments (where the microwaves are reflected
and remained confined by electrical conductivity of the optical filaments) [76].

5.3

Potential Applications

With the demonstration that the length of an optical filament can be extended at
high repetition rates, the next step is to apply this technique to a long gap high
voltage discharges using intense laser pulses. A 600 kV DC discharge setup has been
constructed in the laboratory. The details of this high voltage setup can be found in
Appendix A.
Although the conductivity within a filament can be increased at high repetition
rates, using a second laser beam may further increase the electron density through
Joule heating so that the generated free electrons can be kept hot for a longer period of time for laser-triggered lightning discharge [39]. To this end, a Q-switched
alexandrite laser with stretched pulses has been built. The design and experimental
details are presented in Appendix B.
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Appendix A
600 kV DC Discharge Setup
A 600 kV DC discharge system has been set up in the laboratory. It consists of
two PTS-300 hipots from High Voltage, Inc. that are capable of producing up to ±
300 kV at a rated current of 5 mA each. These hipots are typically used for insulation
resistance testing of dielectric materials. Because of this, the hipot controller has a
safety relay that trips the 300-kV power supply whenever an overload is detected (110
% of the rated current). Thus, to ensure continuous operation of the hipots for lasertriggered high voltage dischages, a capacitor bank is used instead, as schematically
depicted in Fig. A.1. In this electrical circuit, ten 2-nF 40-kV “doorknob” ceramic
capacitors have been connected in series to provide an eﬀective capacitance C =
0.2 nF. A RL = 60 MΩ resistor is used to limit the load current of the hipot to 5 mA
whenever an electrical breakdown occurs between the two electrodes. The maximum
energy stored in each capacitor bank is E = 21 CV 2 = 9 Joules.
The capacitors and resistors are immersed in transformer oil to prevent any corona
discharge. Fig. A.2 shows the container without the transformer oil. The base plate
of the container is connected to a solid ground in the laboratory.
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Figure A.1: Schematic of a capacitor bank charged by a 300-kV DC hipot.
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Figure A.2: Container for the 300-kV capacitor bank.
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A.1

Testing

After completing the construction of the ±300-kV DC capacitor bank (partially
shown in Fig. A.3), we tested the system. The maximum voltage it produced without
significant corona discharge is roughly ≈ ±250 kV DC. By bringing a grounded
electrode to the high voltage electrode, an electrical breakdown can be initiated
without tripping the 300-kV power supply as shown in Fig. A.4.

Figure A.3: 600kV discharge setup in the laboratory.

This 600-kV discharge setup is ready for long gap laser-induced high voltage
discharges in the laboratory. It represents an improvement over the 200-kV DC
discharge system built previously [39].
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Figure A.4: Electrical discharge between a grounded rod and the high voltage spherical electrode.
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Laser

B.1

Motivation

Central to this research, intense laser pulses are used to ionize air with the ultimate
goal of triggering lightning with lasers. We have seen in Chapters 3 and 4 that nitrogen fluorescence has been used to characterize the length of an optical filament. The
nitrogen fluorescence within an optical filament stems from the following chemical
processes:

−
N2 + 10hν|(λ=800nm) → N2+ (B 2 Σ+
u)+e
2 +
+
N2+ (B 2 Σ+
u ) → N2 (X Σg ) + hν|(λ=391nm)

(B.1)
(B.2)

N2+ + N2 → N4+

(B.3)

N4+ + e− → N2 (C 3 Πu ) + N2

(B.4)

N2 (C 3 Πu ) → N2 (B 3 Πg ) + hν|(λ=337nm) .
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The first negative system, N2+ (B → X) is short-lived with a lifetime of roughly
0.35 ps in air while the second positive system N2 (C → B) is longer lived with a
lifetime of 85 ps for a femtosecond laser filament in air [43].
Table B.1 shows the ionization potential and dissociation energy for both molecular nitrogen and oxygen [77]. It also provides the ionization potential for atomic
nitrogen and oxygen. Clearly, oxygen has a lower ionization potential compared to
nitrogen, requiring only 8 photons to ionize molecular oxygen compared to 10 photons for nitrogen at λ = 800 nm. Once an oxygen molecule is photoionized by a
Table B.1: Ionization potential and dissociation energy for nitrogen and oxygen [77].
Molecular N2

Molecular O2

Ionization potential

15.58 eV

12.08 eV

No. of photons for ionization
at λ = 800 nm = 1.55 eV

≥ 10

≥8

Dissociation energy

9.76 eV

5.12 eV

No. of photons for dissociation
at λ = 800 nm = 1.55 eV

≥7

≥4

Atomic N

Atomic O

Ionization potential

14.53 eV

13.62 eV

No. of photons for ionization
at λ = 800 nm = 1.55 eV

≥ 10

≥9

femtosecond laser pulse, there are multiple chemical pathways for it to relax to the
ground state. The positive molecular oxygen can react with nitrogen molecules to
form nitric oxide. A more comprehensive list of reactions of positive nitrogen and
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oxygen ions can be found in [77, 78]. In the following, we will simply limit our
discussion of the reaction of oxygen species to those described in Table 2 upon the
initial multiphoton ionization of the oxygen molecule by the femtosecond laser pulse
at λ = 800 nm:
O2 + 8hν → O2+ + e−

(B.6)
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Table B.2: Important reaction processes involving oxygen in air after multiphoton
ionization process. (T is temperature in Kelvin.)
Reaction

Rate coeﬃcient, k

e− + O2+ → O + O(1 D)

)0.63 cm3 /s
2.1 x 10−7 ( 300
T

e− + O + O2+ → O− + O2

10−31 cm6 /s

e− + O + O2+ → O + O2−

10−31 cm6 /s

O2− + O → O3 + e−

1.5 x 10−10 cm3 /s

O2− + O2 (a) → O2 + O2 + e−

2 x 10−10 cm3 /s

O2− + O2 (b) → O2 + O2 + e−

3.6 x 10−10 cm3 /s

O2− + N2 (A) → O2 + N2 + e−

2.1 x 10−9 cm3 /s

O2− + N2 (B) → O2 + N2 + e−

2.5 x 10−9 cm3 /s

O2− + N → N O2 + e−

5 x 10−10 cm3 /s

O− + O → O2 + e−

5 x 10−10 cm3 /s

O− + O2 (a) → O3 + e−

3 x 10−10 cm3 /s

O− + O2 (b) → O3 + e−

6.9 x 10−10 cm3 /s

O− + N2 (A) → O + N2 + e−

2.2 x 10−9 cm3 /s

O− + N2 (B) → O + N2 + e−

1.9 x 10−9 cm3 /s

O − + N → N O + e−

2.6 x 10−10 cm3 /s

O− + O2 → O3 + e−

5 x 10−15 cm3 /s

O− + N O → N O2 + e−

2.6 x 10−10 cm3 /s
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To overcome the electron recombination and attachment processes, a solution has
been proposed where a secondary laser beam is used to maintain the free electrons,
keeping the electrons that have been liberated by the primary laser pulse (i.e., the
femtosecond pulse) energetic. Since the electron aﬃnity EA is 1.46 eV for atomic
oxygen, the secondary laser beam should have a photon energy greater than EA ,
or its wavelength λ ≤ 843 nm. (The electron aﬃnity EA for molecular oxygen is
only 0.44 eV, and thus, the detachment of the electron from O2− can be achieved
by heating the plasma instead of photodetachment using a secondary laser.) Based
on the wavelength criterion, an alexandrite laser with central wavelength λ = 755
nm has been proposed as a secondary laser for the photodetachment of electrons
from O− . Furthermore, if the output pulse from the alexandrite laser is stretched,
these energetic electrons can gain further kinetic energy from the laser electric field
through inverse bremsstrahlung to knock oﬀ even more electrons from O2− , ensuring
a steady growth of the free electrons for a long-gap high voltage discharge.

B.2

Alexandrite Laser

The alexandrite crystal is chromium-doped chrysoberyl (BeAl2 O4 :Cr3+ ) and was first
developed in 1980 by J. C. Walling et al. [79]. Table B.3 compares some of physical
properties of the alexandrite crystal to those of ruby and Nd:YAG laser crystals [80],
and it shows that the alexandrite laser can be Q-switched just like the Nd:YAG laser
and can be pumped at higher average powers than the Nd:YAG because of its higher
thermal conductivity.
It is also worth pointing out that the alexandrite crystal is orthorhombic and
thus, it is a biaxial crystal. The highest gain is achieved when the electric field of the
laser E is aligned parallel with respect to the b axis of the crystal (having a gain that
is 10 times larger than other crystal orientation [80]). To ensure best performance
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Table B.3: Properties of alexandrite, ruby and Nd:YAG laser crystals at T = 300 K
[80].
Physical Property

Alexandrite

Ruby

Nd:YAG

Laser wavelength,
λ (nm)

700–818

692.9, 694.3

946, 1064, 1839

Stimuated emission
cross section (cm−3 )

1 x 10−20

2.5 x 10−20

(2.8–6.5) x 10−20

Spontaneous lifetime (µs)

260

3000

230

Thermal conductivity
(W/cm-K)

0.23

0.251

0.14

of the laser, it is very important to align the alexandrite crystal in such a way that
the output of a He-Ne laser with p-polarization experiences the most absorption
propagating through the crystal.
The alexandrite laser can either operate as a three-level laser or a four-level
vibronic laser system, as depicted schematically in Fig. B.1. In the three-level laser
scheme, the chromium ions are pumped into the 4 T2 state and quickly relax into the
2

E state. Lasing occurs from 2 E to the ground state 4 A2 at a wavelength λ = 680

nm. This lasing transition is very similar to ruby (λ = 694 nm), and the diﬀerence in
the emission wavelength is simply due to the slightly diﬀerent host crystal: Al2 O3 for
ruby and BeAl2 O4 for alexandrite. However, at room temperature, the absorption
and fluorescence cross section σ of the alexandrite at λ = 680 nm are comparable (σ =
2.9 x 10−19 cm2 for absorption and σ = 2.3 x 10−19 cm2 for fluorescence for electric
field E parallel with the b-axis of the crystal, E ∥ b [79]). Because of the strong
absorption line at λ = 680 nm, the three-level lasing eﬃciency of an alexandrite
laser is very low. For four-level lasing with the alexandrite laser, the chromium ions
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Figure B.1: Energy level diagram for Cr3+ in alexandrite for 3- (left) and 4-level
(right) lasing (not drawn to scale).

further excited from the 2 E level to the 4 T2 vibronic states since the 2 E state has a
long lifetime (τf = 1.54 ms). Lasing action occurs at 4 T2 →4 A2 . Depending on the
final vibronic state within the 4 A2 continuum, the emitted photon is accompanied
by a phonon so that the Cr3+ chromium ion returns to its ground state. Thus, the
alexandrite laser wavelength is determined by the lasing action between the vibronic
states in 4 T2 and in 4 A2 .
Since the diﬀerence in the energy level between the 4 T2 and 2 E states is not very
large, the 4 T2 state can be increasingly populated by 2 E at higher temperatures.
Thus, the alexandrite laser exhibits a higher gain at higher temperatures for the
same input pump power. However, raising the temperature will also cause the higher
vibronic states in 4 A2 to be more populated. This will result in the drop of overall
lasing eﬃciency. Furthermore, increasing the operating temperature of the laser will
reduce the overall fluorescence lifetime because 4 T2 has a shorter lifetime than 2 E,
lowering the overall gain of the laser. In the alexandrite laser system that has been
built at the University of New Mexico, the operating temperature of the alexandrite
crystal is set at 80 ◦ C. Thus, two water cooling systems are needed in the alexandrite:
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one is used to cool the flashlamps while the other is used to heat up the alexandrite
laser rod.

B.3

Feedback Design for Pulse Stretching Using
a Q-Switched Alexandrite Laser

B.3.1

Q-Switch Operation

Q-switching a laser provides a means to generate giant pulses from a laser. This
technique involves changing the quality factor, also known as the Q, of the laser
resonator. The Q of the resonator can be defined as the ratio of the energy stored in
the resonator to the power dissipated from the resonator per unit frequency ω0 [80]:
[
(
)]−1
−T0
2πτc
Q = 2π 1 − exp
≈
= 2πν0 τc
(B.7)
τc
T0
where τc is the decay time constant of the radiation at angular frequency ω0 =
2πν0 = 2π/T0 . This decay time constant can be defined as the average lifetime of
the photons in the resonator.
In a typical flashlamp-pumped Q-switched laser as illustrated in Fig. B.2, a combination of a Pockels cell (PC) and a polarizing beamsplitter (PBS) is used to alter
the Q of the resonator. The polarizing beamsplitter is set to allow p-polarization
to pass through while rejecting s-polarization. Typically, a quarter-wave (λ/4) voltage is applied to the Pockels cell so that the initial p-polarization will be rotated to
s-polarization after passing the Pockels cell twice (to and fro). Under this circumstance, lasing is prohibited because the loss in the resonator is so high. Nevertheless,
energy is continuously stored in the gain medium until the upper lifetime of the gain
medium is reached. At this moment, the quarter-wave voltage on the Pockels cell is
removed so that the high Q of the resonator is restored, and lasing occurs. Because
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of the stored energy in the laser gain medium, the resulting laser pulse has a high
pulse energy (and hence, it is called a giant pulse). Depending on the lifetime of the
upper level and the gain of the laser medium, the Q-switched laser pulses can be
as short as a few nanoseconds. All the energy stored is switched out in a relatively
short amount of time.

Figure B.2: Typical flashlamp-pumped Q-switched laser components.

B.3.2

Feedback Control for Pulse Stretching of a Q-Switched
Alexandrite Laser

Depending on the lifetime of the upper level and the gain of the laser medium,
the Q-switched laser pulses can be as short as a few nanoseconds. All the energy
stored is switched out in a relatively short amount of time. While this allows us
to achieve high energy pulses (up to 1 J of pulse energy in a few nanoseconds, or
hundreds of megawatts of peak power), longer pulses are still needed to prolong the
free electron lifetime for long gap discharges, and also to reduce the risk of optical
damage in the laser components at high peak powers. For this purpose, a pulse
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stretching scheme has been developed for the alexandrite laser, and it is based on
the compound feedback designed for a ruby laser [81].
The principal idea behind this design is that the photon flux generated from the
Q-switched laser pulse can be used to change the potential diﬀerence applied across
a Pockels cell (see Fig. B.3), and thus, alter the Q of the cavity when the giant
laser pulse is being formed. By connecting a vacuum photodiode to the negative
electrode of the Pockels cell (PC), a current is induced whenever a light is detected
by the photodiode, thereby reducing the eﬀective potential diﬀerence across the PC.
A vacuum photodiode (ITT FW114A) is used because it can handle the high voltage
requirement to oﬀset the quarter-wave voltage of the KD*P Pockels cell where the
DC quarter-wave voltage at λ = 755 nm is 2.4 kV. (Newer silicon photodiodes do
not produce suﬃcient voltage to aﬀect the Q-switch operation of the Pockels cell.
These silicon photodiodes only generate up to 12 Vdc, and high speed amplifiers are,
thus, needed to increase the voltage level.)
Following the analysis found in [81], the rate of growth of photon density can be
written as:
dϕ
1
= (α0 nl − γ)ϕ
dt
tl

(B.8)

where ϕ is the normalized photon density with ϕ = Φ/N0 , N0 is the density of Cr3+
in the alexandrite crystal, α0 is the absorption coeﬃcient of the alexandrite, tl is the
time to traverse the resonator length l, γ is the fractional loss of photons for each
traverse through the resonator, and n is the fractional population inversion given by
n = (N2 − N1 )/N0 . N2 is the density of Cr3+ in the excited state while N1 is the
density of Cr3+ in the ground state. This equation has to be solved simultaneously
with the decay rate of the population inversion given by:
dn
2α0 l
=−
nϕ
dt
tL

(B.9)

where the factor of two indicates a roundtrip (or twice the traverse length) in the
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Figure B.3: Pockels cell operation: (a) Without feedback; (b) With feedback where
V0 is the quarter-wave (λ/4) voltage.

resonator.
In the design of the feedback control for pulse stretching, the fractional loss term
γ consists of constant loss term γc (due to mirror transmission, i.e., from the output
coupler having a reflectivity of Roc ) and also due to feedback from the vacuum
photodiode γ(ϕ):

γ = γc + γ(ϕ)

(B.10)

where γc = − ln(1−Toc ) = − ln Roc . Assuming that the vacuum photodiode generates
an output current i that is proportional to the laser photon flux, i.e., i = M ϕ and
M is the proportionality constant, the induced voltage V can be written as:

V = iR = M Rϕ.

(B.11)
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We know that the transmission T of the Pockels cell is:
(
)
πV
2
T = cos
2 V0

(B.12)

where V0 is the DC quarter-wave voltage of the Pockels cell. Thus, the loss term due
to Pockels cell feedback can be written as:
[
(
)]
πV
2
γ(ϕ) = − ln cos
.
2 V0

(B.13)

Finally, we must include any delay in the rise of the induced current stemming
from the shunt capacitance C of the vacuum photodiode, as schematically depicted
in Fig. B.3(b). Since the shunt capacitance C must be charged before a voltage can
appear at the negative terminal of the Pockels cell, it follows from Kirchoﬀ’s current
law:
Mϕ = C

dV
V
+ .
dt
R

(B.14)

The stray series inductance L can be neglected since the connections are short.

B.3.3

Modeling the Simple Feedback Circuit

Based on the analysis above, the Q-switching of an alexandrite laser has been modeled. Here, we take the cavity length lc = 66.8 cm, the absorption coeﬃcient of
alexandrite α0 = 0.25 cm−1 = 25 m−1 , and the length of the alexandrite rod Lrod
= 12.78 cm. In our modeling, the output coupler has a reflectivity Roc = 82 %.
We set the resistance R = 1020 Ω and capacitance C = 4 pF along with fractional
population inversion n(t = 0) = 0.5 and initial normalized photon density ϕ(t = 0)
= 10−3 .
Fig. B.4 shows the Q-switched pulse from the alexandrite laser when M = 0 (no
feedback). In this case, the full width half maximum (FWHM) pulse duration is τ
= 30 ns.
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Intensity Ha.u.L
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1. ´ 10-7
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3. ´ 10-7

time HsL
4. ´ 10-7

Figure B.4: Q-switched pulse from an alexandrite laser with no feedback (M = 0).

To analyze the behavior of the stretched pulse from a Q-switched alexandrite laser
using the simple feedback circuit, we set M = 1000. This number is arbitrarily set,
and it represents the amplification gain of the current coming from the vacuum photodiode. Experimentally, this gain can be increased/reduced by increasing/reducing
the applied voltage across the vacuum photodiode. Fig. B.5 displays the stretched
pulse from a Q-switched alexandrite laser with the simple feedback circuit. We see
that the after the initial spike there is a slow exponential decay of the photon flux:
The FWHM pulse duration τ = 50 ns, after which the pulse monotonically decays
down close to zero after 400 ns.

B.3.4

Compound Feedback for Pulse Stretching

Although the Q-switched laser pulse has been temporally stretched from 13 ns to 50
ns (FWHM) using the simple feedback circuit, a longer pulse duration is needed for
the maintenance of free electrons for long discharge gaps. Preferably, the temporal
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Intensity Ha.u.L
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Figure B.5: Temporally stretched pulse from a Q-switched alexandrite laser (M =
1000).

shape of the pulse should be rectangular. Otherwise, the intensity of the trailing part
of the pulse quickly falls below the threshold needed to keep the electrons energetic
in the laser plasma. To achieve this, a compound feedback circuit for the alexandrite
has been devised as shown in Fig. B.6. C1 represents the capacitance of the Pockels
cell. In Fig. B.6, Kirchoﬀ’s current law dictates that at node V1 :
i0 = i1 + i2 + i3

(B.15)

i0 = M ϕ(t)
dV1
i1 = C1
dt
V1
i2 =
R1
dV2
i3 = C2
dt

(B.16)

with

V

= V1 − V2 = L1

(B.17)
(B.18)
(B.19)
di3
.
dt

(B.20)
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Figure B.6: Compound feedback circuit for pulse stretching.

Inserting Eqs. B.16–B.20 into Eq. B.15 and upon rearranging, we obtain
dV2
M
C1 dV1
V1
=
ϕ(t) −
−
.
dt
C −2
C2 dt
R1 C2

(B.21)

Diﬀerentiating Eq. B.19 with respect to t,
di3
d2 V2
= C2 2 .
dt
dt

(B.22)

Solving Eqs. B.20 and B.22 simultaneously,
d2 V2
V1 − V2
=
.
2
dt
C2 L1

(B.23)

And diﬀerentiating Eq. B.21 once more, we arrive at
V1 − V2
M dϕ C1 d2 V1
1 dV1
d2 V2
=
=
−
−
.
2
2
dt
C2 L1
C2 dt
C2 dt
C2 R1 dt

(B.24)

Since V = V1 − V2 from Eq. B.20, Eq. B.24 can be rewritten as:
d2 V1
1 dV1
V
M dϕ
+
+
−
= 0.
2
dt
R1 C1 dt
L1 C1 C1 dt
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Eq. B.25 can now be solved along with the previous equations governing the growth
of the laser photon flux in the cavity. As before:
dϕ
1
=
(α0 nl − γ)ϕ
dt
tl
dn
2α0 l
= −
nϕ
dt
tl

(B.26)
(B.27)
[

(

γ(ϕ) = − ln(1 − Toc ) − ln cos

2

πV
2 V0

)]
.

(B.28)

Fig. B.7 shows the simulation results based on the compound feedback circuit
shown in Fig. B.6 with the following values: R1 = 1020 Ω, C1 = 4 pF, C2 = 50 pF,
L1 = 1.2 mH. The FWHM pulse duration is τ = 210 ns, which is roughly four times
longer than the stretched pulse from the simple feedback circuit above.

Intensity Ha.u.L
0.0030
0.0025
0.0020
0.0015

-7

2. ´ 10

-7

4. ´ 10

6. ´ 10

-7

-7

time HsL

8. ´ 10

Figure B.7: Pulse stretching from a Q-switched alexandrite laser with compound
feedback circuit.
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B.3.5

Experimental Results

Based on the simulation results, a pulse stretcher based on the compound feedback
circuit was built for the alexandrite laser. The overall circuit is shown in Fig. B.8. An
avalanche circuit switch is used to trigger the Pockels cell (PC). It receives an external
trigger from the delay generator to change the Q of the laser cavity. Typically, the
time delay is set to ≈ 200 µs after the flashlamp is fired. The avalanche switching
circuit will be described in further in the next section.

Figure B.8: Compound feedback circuit with an avalanche switch.

When the switch is in the OFF position, the voltage across the Pockels cell
is V = Va − Vb = V0 , the quarter-wave voltage of the Pockels cell. As long as
the avalanche switch is not triggered, this quarter-wave voltage remains and no
lasing occurs because the loss in the cavity is greater than the gain. This allows the
population inversion to build up in the alexandrite gain medium. Once maximum
population inversion is reached, an external trigger is applied to the avalanche switch
bringing the potential Va to ground, causing a zero voltage across the Pockels cell.
At this instant, the loss in the cavity is reduced to zero and Q-switching of the laser
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occurs. Fig. B.9 shows the pulse width of a Q-switched alexandrite laser with the
compound feedback circuit turned oﬀ. The FHWM pulse duration is τ = 150 ns.

Figure B.9: Pulse duration of an alexandrite laser with the compound feedback
circuit turned oﬀ. The FWHM pulse duration τ = 150 ns.

If the compound feedback circuit is turned on, an induced voltage appears at Vb
due to the photon flux of the alexandrite laser pulse incident on the vacuum photodiode. This changes the voltage across the Pockels cell causing a time-dependent
change in the loss/gain of the cavity. Fig. B.10 shows the temporally stretched
alexandrite laser pulse when the compound feedback circuit is turned on. Although
the pulse displays two peaks, the FWHM pulse duration τ = 500 ns. The apparent
discrepancy in the pulse shape can be attributed to the uncertainty in determining
the exact value of the proportionality constant M that is used in the simulation, and
also to the doping concentration of the Cr3+ ions in the alexandrite laser rod. For
example, by increasing the value of M from 1000 to 7000, and the initial value of
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ϕ(0) from 1 x 10−3 to 4 x 10−3 , a rectangular pulse shape with a FWHM width of τ
= 425 ns is obtained from the modeling, as shown in Fig. B.11.

Figure B.10: Pulse duration of an alexandrite laser with the compound feedback
circuit turned oﬀ. The FWHM pulse duration τ = 500 ns.

B.4

High Voltage Trigger Circuit for Pockels Cell

A high voltage trigger circuit has also been built for the Pockels cell that is used
to Q-switch the alexandrite laser. This trigger circuit is based on the avalanche
operation of the NPN bipolar junction transistor 2N5551 [82]. The 2N5551 has a
breakdown voltage Vbr ≈ 320 V. Thus, the minimum number of NPN transistors
needed to maintain the quarter-wave voltage of the Pockels cell (V0 = 2.4 kV) is 8
when stacked in series, as shown in Fig. B.12.
When the circuit is not triggered, no current flows through the 2N5551 transistors.
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Intensity Ha.u.L
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Figure B.11: Rectangular pulse shape with a slow increase in intensity before a
sudden decrease at t = 425 ns (M = 7000 and ϕ(0) = 4 x 10−3 ).

V0 appears at the output (Vout = V0 ), and the voltage across each transistor is exactly
V0 /8 = 300 V < Vbr because of the R2 voltage divider resistors. When a TTL trigger
signal is applied to the first transistor Q1 , the voltage across Q1 quickly becomes zero
because the initial voltage of 300 V is larger than the rated collector-base voltage
VCBO . This causes an avalanche breakdown in the reverse-biased p-n junction. At
this instant, the remaining transistors (Q2 through Q8 ) experience a sudden increase
in voltage greater than Vbr , i.e. the voltage is now V0 /7 = 343 V, causing simultaneous
avalanche breakdown in all the transistors. Consequently, the breakdown current
flows through the transistors, resulting in the grounding of the output of the high
voltage switch. In the case of the Pockels cell, the quarter-wave voltage is removed
from the terminal of the Pockels cell and lasing occurs. The fall time of the HV pulse
has been measured to be less than 100 ns, as shown in Fig. B.13.
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Figure B.12: Avalanche circuit using avalanche operation mode of 2N5551 NPN
transistors.

B.5

Future Work

We have demonstrated pulse stretching of a Q-switched alexandrite laser from τ =
150 ns to τ = 500 ns using a compound feedback scheme. Typical output pulse
energies from this laser range from 375–400 mJ when the flashlamps are pumped
at 1.9 kV. To obtain higher pulse energies, an amplifier stage can be added to this
alexandrite laser, as shown in Fig. B.14. The output of the seed laser is p-polarized
and passes through a thin film polarizer and a wave plate before it is further amplified
in the flashlamp-pumped alexandrite. The wave plate can either be quarter-wave
plate or a Faraday rotator. In the case of a quarter-wave plate, the pulse is circularly
polarized when passing through the amplifier crystal. After emerging from amplifier
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Figure B.13: Voltage at the output of the avalanche circuit (shown as Channel 2)
measured by a 1000:1 high voltage probe with a fall time of less than 100 ns.

crystal and through the quarter-wave plate, the beam becomes s-polarized and is
reflected oﬀ the thin film polarizer. Alternatively, the wave plate can be replaced by
a Faraday rotator that rotates the linear polarization by 45 ◦ . After bouncing oﬀ the
end mirror and through the alexandrite crystal and Faraday rotator the second time,
the emerging beam is s-polarized and will be reflected oﬀ the thin film polarizer.
Although in both cases the polarization of the emerging beam is s, the gain in
the double pass amplifier will be diﬀerent since the alexandrite laser crystal is biaxial
and exhibits the strongest absorption when the electric field is parallel to the b-axis
of the crystal. To exploit this gain, both the flashlamps and alexandrite rod need to
be positioned correctly (rotated by 45 ◦ ) for maximum amplification of the linearly
polarized laser beam. This may be diﬃcult in the current setup due to the enclosure
of the laser head. Thus, by using a quarter-wave plate, the physical problem may be
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Figure B.14: Double pass amplifier seeded by an stretched Q-switched alexandrite
laser.

circumvented, making the amplification process polarization independent although
at a reduced gain factor. Nonetheless, using a circularly polarized beam is fairly
common for the amplification of high energy laser pulses to prevent Kerr self-focusing
in the gain medium. It is left to be explored in the future how much gain can be
achieved by using either a quarter-wave plate or a Faraday rotator in the two-pass
alexandrite laser amplifier.
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